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ABSTRACT 

The potential for enhanced gelation of globuiar plant proteins through the 

inclusion of food-grade polysaccharides was established experimentally for pea protein 

isolate in combination with either locust bean gum, guar gurn or K-carrageenan. Both 

factorial and response surface statistical designs were constmcted to screen, optimize and 

verify physicochemical factors significantly contributing to the gelation of these rnixed 

systems. Design factors included protein concentration, protein to polysaccharide ratio, 

protein to salt ratio and pH. Evaluation of the elastic (G') and storage (tan 6) modulus, 

acquired from small amplitude oscillatory rheological testing, was used to characterized 

the resulting networks. Behavior of the bipolymer systems were additionally considered 

through differential scanning calorimetry and solubility assessment. The addition of guar 

gum and carrageenan resulted in comparable improvements in pea protein gelation. 

Improved gelation was not evidenced by the interaction of these polysaccharides with pea 

protein but rather by their incompatibility within solution. ResuIts based on graphical 

and numerical optimization showed that protein-guar gurn systems displayed well- 

defined gel networks at pHs closer to pea protein's IEP. At a pH of 5.32, protein 

concentrations could Vary anywhere between 11.59 and 28.41% while maintaining 

protein-poIysaccharide ratios below 60.63. Carrageenan improved pea protein gelation at 

higher alkaline pHs (ie. pH>7.70)1 In such systems however, protein levels above 13.9% 

and protein-polysaccharide ratios less than 4 1.30 were necessary. As such when 

developing a favorable gel from a composite system, guar gurn systems demonstrated 

more flexibility and less restriction in terms of phy:;iochemical parameters (Le. protein 

and polysaccharide levels). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The blending of two or more matenals in an endeavor to attain a unique property 

not possessed by the original components, is a common practice. Commonly observed 

applications of polymer composites with improved mechanical traits include mbber tires, 

fiberglass and flexible packaging. Previous research has dernonstrated that it can be 

economically beneficial to substitue, at least partially, a high-priced gelling agent with 

inexpensive ones if product functionality is not diminished (Aguilera 1992). This has led 

to recent investigations into the synergistic interactions and added functionality of 

rnulticomponent food systems (Ledward 1994; Samant et al. 1993; Tolstoguzov 1995). 

Proteins are commonly utilized in food systems to bring forth increased 

fùnctionality such as gelling, thickening and emulsion stabilization. However, such 

hnctional proteins often occur in food systems, where polysaccharides, possessing their 

own hnctional roles, are also present. A great deal of research has been devoted to the 

study of both proteins and polysaccharides. However the majonty of attention has 

focused primarily on the behavior of each macromolecule individually. Therefore, 

corresponding to the growing trend in research (Tolstoguzov 1995, 1998), the present 

investigation examines the mutual occurrence of proteins and polysaccharides in a mode1 

system and the significance of their interactions. 

The growing practice of supplementing proteins wit h polysaccharides in order to 

improve fùnctionality has been used in conjunction with enhancing protein emulsifjhg 

properties (Ledward 1979; Kiosseoglou and Doxastakis 1988; Tolstogutov et al. 1985). 

These effects have been attributed to the formation of electrostatic compIexes between 



proteins and polysaccharides (Tolstoguzov et ai. 1985). However, ody  recently has the 

research broadened to encompass the effects of polysaccharides upon other functional 

properties of food proteins such as gelation (Ziegler and Foegeding 1990; Xiong and 

Blanchard 1993 and DeFreitas et al. 1997). Protein gelation is achieved through a 

balance of protein-protein and protein-solvent interactions, under which a continuous 

three-dimensional network evolves. The phenornenon of globular protein gelation fiom 

seed storage proteins will be the focus of this study. Recent investigations related to their 

functional ity, have increased the incentive to develop food proteins fiom plant origins 

(Paulson and Tung 1989; Bacon et ai. 1990). In addition, the high nutritional value and 

potential availability of such proteins makes them of interest to the food industry, 

especially in the area of human consumption (Burova et al. 1992). Field pea protein was 

used in this investigation to assess a typical globular protein's performance in association 

with poiysaccharides. Locust bean Qum and guar gum were chosen to represent neutrai 

polysaccharides while K-carrageenan illustrated the influence of an anionic 

polysaccharide. 

A closer examination of protein-polysaccharide systems appears to be pertinent in 

view of the expanding area of food fabrication, especially in the area of convenience 

foods (Sarnant et al. 1993; Tolstopzov 1998). Novel food preparation, consists of the 

direct processing of proteins and other food ingredients into produds with defined 

composition, stnxture, and fiinction, which to a large extent are controlled by the 

behavior of protein and polysaccharide components (Tolstoguzov et al. 1985; 

Tolstoguzov 1998). Also, as a result of research in this field, new methods of protein 

isolation and protein processing have been developed (Tolstoguzov and Braudo 1983; 



Tolstoguzov 1995, 1998). The potential for using proteins and polysaccharides in the 

preparation of multicomponent geIs is the focus of the present research. The 

enhancement of the functional properties of globular plant proteins in this manner may 

Iead to future manufacturing and processing opportunities. 

To optimize the use of protein-polysaccharide systerns, for the formation of 

rnulticomponent gels, understanding of the effects of environmental conditions on 

functional properties is essential. The use of mode1 systerns, where physiochemical 

parameters, such as mixture composition, pH and ionic strength can be manipulated, will 

help assess the nature of polymer interactions and their contribution to rheological 

properties. This in turn will help assess the ability of a particular composite system to 

fulf iI1 the role of gelation and provide valuable information when atternpting to utilize 

novel protein-polysaccharide combinations over traditional exclusively protein mixtures 

(Léger 1992). 

The intent of this present research therefore was to determine the optimum 

parameters leading to the enhanced gelation of globular pea protein when supplemented 

with various polysaccharides. The impact of these parameters on the gelation of mixed 

systems wiil be considered in terrns of the interactions or lack of interactions between 

polymers. 



II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The capacity to form gels under practical conditions is an important aspect of 

functionality in many food systems. Gels exhibit very diverse microstructural and 

mechanical properties and as such are very difficult to define. Several review articles 

have attempted to define gels and characterize gel networks (Ziegler and Foegeding 

1990; Clark 1992; Smith 1994). According to Flory (1974), there are three 

characteristics which constitute a gelatinous state. First, there must be at least two 

components in the system - a dispersing phase and a dispersed phase. Secondly, both the 

dispersion solvent and the dispersed component must be equally distributed throughout 

the gel system. Thirdly, the system must display specific rheological properties typical of 

a solid. According to Clark (1992), gels can be classified into two types, the aggregatea' 

dispersion and the polyrner network. However, it must be noted that the borderline 

between the two categories of gels is il1 defined and gels with intermediate characteristics 

can emerge. 

A. The Gelation of Globular Proteins 

The ability of proteins to form gels is of great importance to the food industry notably 

within the area of novel food preparation. Network formation is essential to the 

generation of texture within foods, it provides stmctural matrices for holding moisture, 

flavors, sugars and other food ingredients, and it also lends to the stabilization of 

dispersed phases (Clark 1998). Proteins capable of forming networks can be classified as 

either fibrous or globular. However the focus of this review will remain on the heat- 



setting of globular proteins, which almost exclusively form the first type of food gel, the 

aggregated dispersion. 

1. Mechanism of Gelation 

Protein gelation can be defined as an ordered aggregation process whereby 

denatured molecules form a continuous three-dimensional protein network exhibiting 

structural rigidity. It involves a balance of protein-protein and protein-solvent 

interactions, and is maintained by a balance of attractive and repulsive forces 

(Hermansson 1979). Feny (1948), in a discussion of gelation, proposed the traditional 

two step process of globular protein gelation. This process involved the complete 

unfolding of the protein's native structure in order to fùlly extend its polypeptide chains. 

The consequential release of the buned domains would then allow for intermolecular 

interaction necessary to form a three dimensional network. 

NATIVE PROTEIN DEhlATURED PROTEIN THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
(corpuscular) + (long chains) - NETWORK 

Depamire fiom these early views resulted after evidence suggested that 

interaction of partially unfolded, rather than fùlly extended, polypeptide chains were 

responsible for network formation in globular proteins (Clark and Lee-Tuffnell 1986). 

The presence of soluble aggregates in spherical or bead-like structures, prior to network 

formation, was later revealed through electror? micrographs for a number of proteins. It 

was discovered that different types of these aggregates existed depending on the overall 

repulsion charge on the moiecule. Consequently, a three-step mechanism known as the 



"corpuscular theoiy", was proposed for protein network formation (Clark and Lee- 

Tuffnell 1986): 

NATIVE PROTEIN + DENATURED PROTEIN + SOLUBLE + GEL 
(corpuscular) (corpuscular) AGGREGATE NETWORK 

2. Principal Determinants of Gtobular Protein Gelation 

a Denuturotion and aggregation Successful thermal gelation of a globular 

protein is greatly dependent on whether sufficient protein molecules are available to form 

a continuous matnx. Consequently, unfolding or denaturation of proteins is generally 

recognized as the initiation step underlying most of the polymerisation processes which 

occur in gelation (Clark 1998). Denaturation generally involves an alteration in the 

ordered conformation of polypeptides, of the native protein, to a more unfolded 

conformation without the rupture of primary covalent bonds (Kinsella 1976). Protein 

unfolding facilitates aggregation due to the exposure of hidden reactive groups that can 

then form intermolecular bonds, i.e. hydrogen, hydrophobic, covalent, ionic or 

electrost atic. Eventuall y, t hese aggregates become so large that they are no longer soluble 

and consequently precipitate. However, when the protein concentration is sufficiently 

high, a three dimensional gel network can be formed. The unfolding can be affected by 

any number of stmctural perturbants (Le. acid, alkali, urea, or heat). However, the use of 

heat to denature globular proteins is the most cornmon technique for forming networks 

within food systems. 



The relationship between denaturation and aggregation is an important aspect of 

protein gelation and will influence the type of network formed. According to Clark and 

Lee-Tuffnell (1986), the aggregation step must proceed at a slower rate than the 

unfolding. If the aîîraaive forces between chains are low, denaturation will proceed 

faster than chain association, and a stable fine gel network that is homogenous and highly 

elastic can result. However, if denaturation is retarded, protein-protein interactions can 

proceed too quickly. This leads to gelation p io r  to sufficient accumulation of fiee chains, 

resulting in a course opaque gel composed of larger spherical aggregates which lacks 

elasticity and is susceptible to destabilization (Chefiel et al. 1985). Several conditions 

favor denaturation over aggregation. These include a high net charge on protein 

molecules as occurs at pH extremes, a slower heating rate at the time of denaturation, 

very low ionic strengths, and finally the presence of chernical denaturants (Léger, 1992). 

Under these conditions, the activation energy for denaturation is minimized and 

aggregation is slowed, allowing for orientation of partially unfolded molecules prior to 

gelation (Clark and Lee-Tuffnell 1986). 

6. Intermolecular forces. Several intermolecular forces contribute to the 

development and maintenance of globular protein gels. The overall contribution of any 

molecular force is difficult to determine when more than one type of interaction 

participates in network formation. Their role and degree of involvement is dependent not 

only on the type of protein but also on the solvent environment in which the protein is 

dispersed (Cheftel et al. 1985). Ferry (1948), stated that denatured protein gels can be 

formed only when a critical balance of attractive and repulsive forces is attained. 

Attractive forces include both noncovalent and covalent interactions. 



Noncovalent forces, which contribute to a gel system, include hydrophobic 

interactions, hydrogen bonding, and electronatic forces. Since denaturation liberates 

mainly hydrophobic groups, hydrophobic interactions between newly exposed non-polar 

groups are believed to be the driving force of globular protein gelation (Cheflel et al. 

1985). Hydrophobic interactions have also been suggested as being responsible for the 

layering or thickening of network strands which lead to improved gel strength and 

stability and increased opacity (Schmidt 198 1). Hydrogen bonding plays a major factor 

in the increased viscosity preceding the onset of gelation (Schmidt 1981). These bonds 

contribute to the stabilization of the gel and are enhanced by cooling. Electrostatic forces 

are induced not only by charged amino acid side chains but are also influenced by the 

io nic strength of the solvent environment. 

Covalent disulfide bonds, formed corn exposed sulfhydryl and disulfide groups 

may also contribute to cross-linking as demonstrated by Ziegler and Foegeding (1990). 

These covalent bonds contribute to the strengthening of gel structures ofien rendering 

them thermally i~eversible. 

Repulsive forces include electrostatic repulsion and protein-solvent interactions, 

which tend to prevent intermolecular crosslinking. Conditions favoring repulsion include 

a high net protein charge, as occurs at pH extremes, very low ionic strength, and the 

presence of chemical denaturants (Léger 1992; Smith 1994). 

c Polymer concentration Another critical parameter in globular protein gelation 

is the concentration at which proteins will form gel networks. This critical concentration 

point is highly dependent on the nature of the protein as well as on environmental 

conditions (Schmidt 198 1). Statistically, there is a greater probability of protein-protein 



association if the protein concentration is high. Below a minimum concentration, 

viscosity of the protein solution increases, but a c o ~ e c t e d  gel network never resuits. [t 

appears that an effective overlapping of fùnctional groups, between adjacent protein 

molecules or dissociated subunits, is necessary for network formation. Many theoretical 

models for gelation have included this aspect in its mechanism of gelation (Clark 1992)- 

The Flory-Stockmayer mode1 describes gelation as a sudden event that occurs when the 

degree of cross-linking between polymers reaches a critical value, called the gel point, at 

which viscosity then diverges to infinity. Similarly, the "percolation theory" assumes 

that monomers fom small aggregates and at a critical threshold of bonding the gel point 

is reached, afier which the aggregates cross-link throughout the percolation lattice 

(Ziegler and Foegeding 1990). 

Globular protein gels are characterized by their high polymer concentration, 

greater than that of other polymer network gels, due to the high concentrations of 

proteins required for network formation (Clark 1998). A critical concentration for 

gelation does not usually exceed 0.1-0.3% for anionic polysaccharides, while for proteins 

this value can reach as high as 13%, as seen with 11s broad bean globulin (Tolstoguzov 

1995). This difference between gel points, is due to the limited number of possible 

intermolecular contacts among globular proteins as compared to chain interaction through 

junction zones seen for polysaccharides (Clark and Lee-Tuffnell 1986). Retention of their 

corpuscular shape and spatial arrangement during gelation, restncts the number of 

attachment sites per particle. 



3. Gelation of Field Pea Protein 

Hermansson (1988) classified protein networks broadly into two types: those that 

aggregate in a random way to produce opaque gels, and those that associate in a more 

ordered way to give soluble aggregates and transparent gels. The innate physical 

attributes of transparent gels are appealing to consumers (Bacon et al 1990). Many 

piirified globular proteins will f o m  transparent gels when heated in solution under 

specific conditions. The expense of generating proteins of the required levei of purity, 

however constrains their use as food ingredients. So far, the only protein used widely by 

the food industry for the production of clear gel products is gelatin. However, with the 

high cost of producing animal protein and the increase in people choosing a vegetarian 

diet, a growing trend towards the development of food protein fiom plant sources is 

ernerging. In effect, the structure and tùnctionality of numerous plant proteins, 

particularly fiom soybean, has been the subject of study fur many workers (Catsimpoolas 

and Meyer 1970; Beveridge et al. 1984; Wang and Damodaran 199 1). 

The overall scheme of pea protein gelation is illustrated in Figure 1 (Catsimpoolas 

and Meyer 1970). The protein sol is converted to a high viscosity progel by heat, which 

then sets to a gel of still higher viscosity upon cooling. The initial heating causes an 

irreversible dissociation of the globul in polypeptides (Kinsella 1976). Once the sol has 

been activated to a progel, it can then only be converted into a gel or a metasot. With 

subsequent heating and cooling, the progel is converted to a gel. The gel can be converted 

back to a progel by heat and then cooled again to obtain a gel, demonstrating 

reversibility. The progel or gel, when excessively heated (125°C) forms a metasol which 



does not form a gel on cooling. A metasol is also obtained by action of disulfide-cleaving 

reagents such as mercaptoethanol or sulfite, which causes the chernical modification of 

functional groups, or by the action of 6M urea., 

The bonds involved in the progel-gel transition seem to be of a noncovalent 

nature since, based on the protein concentration, a gel can melt at temperatures as Iow as 

excess heat 

1 METASOL 1 

FIGURE 1. Overall scheme o f  pea protein gelation (Catsimpoolas and Meyer 
1970). 

40°C (Catsimpoolas and Meyer 1970). This however does not exclude the possibility of 

some lirnited covalent bonding. The gel, fonned by cooling, is rather dependent on the 

multitude of hydrogen and electrostatic crosslinks, as these two types of bonds are 

favored by cooling (Beveridge et al. 1984). 

B. The Gelation of Typical Polysaccharides 

The second fundamental class of biopolymers, the polysaccharides, are also 

effective in controiling the rheology of food systems. As in the case with k-carrageenan 

and various galactomannans, polysaccharides can be employed as simple viscosifiers to 



eive shear thinning solutions. In this case, polymer molecules exist as fluctuating 
C 

disordered chains which contnbute to viscosity by virtue of nonspecific entanglement 

(Dea 1982). Alternatively, polysaccharides can be especially prolific in their capacity to 

gel the aqueous phase of a food system by forrning what is known as a pol'er nehvork 
L 

(Clark 1992). Gelation in this case may be instigated by a variety of methods including 

pH adjustment, ion addition, heating or cooling. Such measures induce disorder-to-order 

conformations which give rise to specific and permanent interactions between two or 

more aligned chains, resulting in a ngid fiamework containing solvent in the interstices 

@ea 1982). These associated regions, also known as junction zones, are fiequently 

internipted by changes in polyrner sequence thereby preventing the continuation of an 

ordered association (Morris 1998). This allows single polysaccharide chains to take part 

in several regions of ordered conformation involving segments of different chains, 

consequently giving rise to the three-dimensional gel structure. For polysaccharide gels 

the relevant interactions are hydrogen bonding, dipole and ionic association. Because al1 

of t hese interactions involve relative1 y weak forces, cooperative association of a large 

number of interactions will be necessary to obtain a firm polysaccharide gel stmcture 

(Dea 1982). 

The exact mechanism of gelation is dependent on the nature of the junction zones. 

In the case of gels containing only one polysaccharide, the junction zones in the network 

can either be mlrliiple helices or aggregates of ordered ribbons (Moms 1998). The 

junction zones of typical poIysaccharides are nbbon in nature and follow the gelling 

process of forming microcrystalline stacks. Examples of polysaccharides that undergo 

this mechanism are alginate and pectin. Multiple helices refer to another kind of 



association, where two or more chains are associated in certain helical directions. This is 

demonstrated in the case of w-carrageenan and agarose gelation. 

The distribution of polysaccharide chains involved in ordered interactions and 

disordered chains existing between junction zones is an important factor in determining 

the final gel properties. In general, the amount of disordered chain conformation present 

is usually quite low and is conformationally stiffer, making polysaccharide gels 

comparatively more brittle (Rees 1969). Aiso, polysaccharide gels are distinguished by 

their lower polymer concentrations, finer texture and transparency (Clark 1992). Rees 

(1969) summarized the diverse modes of gelation of different polysaccharides and 

emphasized the importance of the chemical structure of the macromolecule and the 

detailed molecular arrangement within the junction zones of the gel. This approach has 

dominated the study of polysaccharide gels and is central to the currently accepted 

models of polysaccharide gelation. 

C. Rheological Characterization of Gel Networks 

The process of polyrner aggregation underlying the gelation of a biopolymer 

solution can be followed by a variety of techniques (e.g. X-ray scattering and light 

scattenng), but very few of these are capable of directfy detecting the development of a 

full three-dimensional network spanning the system or of measuring the properties of a 

network as it matures (Clark 1998). Rheology is a science concerned with the 

deformation and flow of matter. Fundamental rheological methods provide a direct 

means of mechanically monitoring the transformation of sol to gel and elicits an indirect 



means of understanding molecular and structural interactions involved in gel formation 

(Beveridge et al. 1984). Small amplitude oscillatory rheology is capable of determining 

the viscoelastic response of gels to  dynamic shear stress. In such testing, small 

deformations are employed thereby preventing sample destruction (Peleg 1987). This 

allows for multiple measurements to be made and recorded as a function of time or 

temperature. In fundamental testing, the amplitude and frequency of the imposed 

deformation are the controlled experimental variables. An additional advantage of 

fundamental methods is that values obtained fiom different studies should be comparable 

regardless of the sample size and the instrumentation used (Léger 1992). 

From a rheological point of view, the simplest substances are designated as ideal 

solids, liquids or plastics that are homogenous and isotropic (Mitchel 1 1 980). However 

relatively few food systems, including gels, are rheologically simple. Ail gels possess a 

solid-Ii ke elastic and a fluid-like viscous component simukaneously (Peteg 1987). An 

elastic cornponent is identified by the direct proportionality between applied stress and 

the amount of deformation or arain. Energy applied to such a material will be 

cornpletely restored and there will be no lag between stress and strain as a fiinction of 

time (Figure 2A). Ntematively, a viscous component shows no elastic recovery and 

flows in response to an applied stress. Therefore, the applied energy is hilly lost and 

there is a phase angle of 90" between stress and strain over time (Figure 28).  For a 

viscoelastic material, such as a gel, stress and strain are not in phase, therefore the phase 

lag can provide an indication of the rheological characteristics and the relative 

contributions of the elastic and viscous components to the tested matenal (Figure 2C). 



FIGURE 2a-c. Stresses and strains in dynamic test of elastic, viscous, and 
. 

viscoelastic materials (Peleg 1987). 



Evaluation of dynamic s hear stress response to small amplitude oscillation requires 

the evaluation of two moduli. The storage modulus (G') is a measure of energy stored 

due to elastic deformation. The loss modulus (G") reflects a measure of energy lost as 

heat due to viscous flow within the sample. The loss tangent (tan 6) is the phase angle 

between stress and strain over time and is a direct measurement of the ratio GW/G'. In 

principle, as gel networks form, the sample becomes more elastic in nature and G' values 

will rise while the loss tangent values fall. 

D. Protein-Polysaccharide Interactions 

Despite the presence of many potentially reactive groups on both proteins and 

polysaccharides, conditions within food systems are not usually conducive to their 

reacting to produce stable covalent linkages (Ledward 1994). Therefore, discussion will 

focus primarily on the physicochemical nonspecifk interactions between these polymers. 

Ledward (1994) has outlined that proteins and polysaccharides within a food system 

can physically interact to give: 

1. A liquid two-phase system in which the two polymers are primarily in different 

phases. This is due to a phenomenon known as themodynamzc ïncumpatibi~~ty. 

2. Homogenous stable solutions can be achieved where the two biopolymer 

components are either CO-soluble or exist as soluble complexes. Electrostatic 

interaction and Iiydrogen bonding are involved in the stabilization of such 

complexes. 



3. A two-phase system where both polymer components are largely in the same 

concentrated phase. This phenornenon of complex coacervation is accredited to 

the formation of an insoluble electrostatic complex. 

Thus, interaction between proteins and polysaccharides may result in three 

consequences: their cosolubility, incompatibility, or cumplexing. Co-solubiiity however, 

is the least typical situation, in view of the polymeric nature of the rnacromolecules and 

the presence of various functional groups (Tolstoguzov 1998). Therefore, focus will be 

given to complexing and incompatibility. Complexing and incompatibility are seen as 

mutually connected phenornena being two opposite consequences of non-specific 

interactions between biopolymers. 

1. Interbiopolymer Complexing 

a Conzpler coacervation When two polymers of opposite net charge are mixed 

at a low ionic strength, polysaccharides at or above their pK value and proteins below 

their isoelectric point, the enthalpy of mixing is exothermic and the charge-charge 

interactions will lead to complex formation (Samant et al. 1993). It has been established 

that such interactions are prirnarily electrostatic in nature and will be inhibited at higher 

ionic concentrations. This energetically favored reaction has been seen most extensively 

for proteins with acidic polysaccharides (Le. alginate, peaate) or sulfated polysaccharides 

such as carrageenan (Tolstoguzov 1991). When interactions between unlike polymer 

segments are dominant, the two polymers may associate into a liquid or gel-like phase by 

a process known as complex coacervation. When such a system separates into two 



phases, one of them contains higher concentrations of the two reagents termed a 

coacervate phase. The other, an equilibrium liquid, has a dilute solution of the reagents. 

Tolstoguzov (1995) demonstrated that at a low ionic strength and a pH below the 

isoelectrk point of gelatin, the interaction of the positively charged macro-ions of gelatin 

and the negatively charged macro-ions of gum arabic can give rise to insoluble 

electrostatic complexes, and as a result both components concentrated into a single 

complex coacervate phase. 

b. Soluble complexes. As well as complex coacervation, much attention has been 

paid to soluble complexes which form due to interactions between macromolecules 

carrying the sarne or opposite charge. When solutions of globular protein and sulfated 

polysaccharide are mixed at a pH value under which the polymers carry opposite charges, 

an insoluble cornplex is expected to form. But if for example, the same solution is mixed 

at a pH value of 9, where complexing is inhibited, and then subsequently brought d o m  

below the protein's isoelectric point, the "complex" formed may be soluble (Ledward 

1994). Similar results can be obtained by varying the ionic strength of the mixture. 

Sulfated polysaccharides, with their higher charge density, have demonstrated the ability 

to form soluble complexes with globular proteins at pH values above the protein's 

isoelectnc point (Tolstoguzov 199 1). The afinity between the two biopolymers, resulting 

in a soluble complex, is believed to be non-electrostatic and dependent on protein 

structure and conformation (Ledward 1994). 

2. Thermodynamic lncornpatibility 

If interaction between polymer segments of like chains is more favorable than 

between segments of two different chain types, repulsive forces can lead to the mutual 



exclusion of each polymer fiom the domain of the other. At high enough polymer 

concentrations this can result in separation of the mixture into two distinct phases, known 

as phase separation. This phenomenon of phase separation has been widely studied 

(Samant et al. 1993; Ledward 1994; Tolstogurov 1998). Tolstoguzov and coworkers 

refer to this phenomenon as thermodynarnic incompatibility. Gelatin and gum arabic as 

seen in the above situation of complexing, can undergo thermodynamic incompatibility at 

higher ionic strengths and at pH values above the protein's isoelectric point. 

The most common consequence of thermodynamic incompatibility is the 

phenomenon of mutual exclusion. It has been found that the osmotic pressure of a 

solution of incompatible polymers exceeds the sums of individual osmotic pressures 

(Tolstoguzov 1995). This is interpreted as an exclusion of each polymer from the domain 

of the other by mutual repulsion, which in turn increases the effective concentration of 

each. Exclusion etfects are strongly dependent on concentration, becoming undetectable 

in very dilute polymer solutions, where the individual chains are widely separated. 

Excluded volume effects are also dependent on flexibility, shape, and size of 

macromolecules (Semenova et al. 1991). Since the number of energetically unfavorable 

contacts that a chain can make increases with increasing flexibility and size, 

conformationally mobile polymers are more effective in excluding other polymers than 

are more constrained ones (Ledward 1994). 

E. Gelation of Protein-Polysaccharide Mixtures 

Composite gels are produced fiom a mixture of two or more gelling agents, or a 

single gellant and nongelling components. There are a variety of ways in which these 



components c m  interact and this will affect the properties of a multicomponent gel- 

hfluencing factors include: thermodynamic incompatibility of the components, their 

mutual reactivity or potential for interaction, and for combinations of two or more 

gellants, their respective mechanisms of gelation. 

1.Types of Multicomponent Gels 

a FNed gels Filled gels are obtained if one component forms a continuous 

network over the entire system while other polymerk components, known as gel fiilers, 

are interspersed throuphout the primary network (Tolstoguzov 1998). Two types of filled 

gels can be distinguished depending on the phase state of the system (Aguilera 1992; 

Ziegler and Foegeding 1990). The "single polymer network" or "filled gel type I" is the 

simplest microstmcture and is formed in a single phase system where only one polymer 

gels and the filler remains soluble. In a two-phase system, a "composite network" or 

"filled gel type II" is fonned where the dispersed phase consists of particles of liquid or 

gel. In this case, thermodynamic incompatibility causes phase separation resulting in 

both polymers forming separate segregated networks. An example of a type II filled gel is 

that produced by the addition of wheat or potato starch to red hake sunmi (Aguilera 

1992). 

b. Mired gels Mixed gels can be treated as a particular case of homogenous 

"interpenetrating polymeric networks". In this case, both polymers gel and hm 

relatively independent networks that interlace one another and are continuous throughout 

the sample (Ziegler and Foegeding 1990). Mixed gels are fonned when the 

concentrations of biopolymers in a solution exceed the critical concentration for gelation. 



Interesting propenies are exhibited by mixed gels, where one component foms a 

thermosetting gel and the other a gel which sets by the action of ions. An example of 

such a gel is that of pectinate and denatured ovalbumin (Tolstoguzov 1995). The ionic gel 

network has been shown to control the formation of the thermosetting gel. 

c. Compler gels Complex gels are formed when interactions among the 

components lead to their physical association. A "nongelling" compoiirnt may associate 

with the primary network in a random fashion via nonspecific interactions. Such 

interactions may redcce the flexibility of the primary network chains and add to the 

rigidity of the complex gel (Tolstoguzov 1998). Examples of such gels are those fonned 

by gelatin-sodium alginate complexes and gelatin-low ester pectin complexes. It is wonh 

noting that neither polymer fonned gels alone under the conditions used for gelation of 

the complex. This phenornenon is attributed to the occurrence of salt linkages between 

proteins and anionic polysaccharides. The conditions required to produce gels fiom 

protein/polysaccharide complexes and their resulting propenies have been discussed by 

Stainsby (1980). 

d Copolymer geL Another unique type of multicomponent gel is where two or 

more polymers may copolymerize to form a single heterogeneous network. Bovine serum 

albumin-ovalbumin gels have been demonstrated to be of this type (Ziegler and 

Foegeding 1990). 

2. The Effect of Thermodynamic Incompatibility on Gelation 

The incompatibi 1 ity of biopolymers can give rise to several di fferent effects 

during the multistage gelation process. Incompatible polymers mutually concentrate each 



other consequently lowering the gel point concentration of each component. Since the 

shear modulus of a gel is usually proportional to the square of its concentration, small 

additions of a polysaccharide can increase the elastic modulus of a gel several times 

(Ledward 1994). Tolstoguzov (1 995) demonstrated this effect through the addition of a 

very small amount of dextraq to gelatin solutions which increased the elastic mod-Gus of 

the gel several fold. 

Another possible effect of incompatibility is the intensification of aggregation of 

denatured molecules. This is due to the unfolded conformation, the increased exposure 

of hydrophobic groups and the lowered hydrophillicity of denatured protein molecules. 

Ali these factors favor the aggregation of denatured molecules thereby inhibiting 

renaturation and increasing both the elastic modulus and the permeability of the 

multicomponent gel (Samant et al 1993). By increasing the protein's thermodynamic 

activity under incompatible conditions, Tolstoguzov (1 99 1) demonstrated this effect on 

broad bean legumin-polysaccharide gelation. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Source of Materials 

Yellow field pea flour (Pimm sativzrm), which was air classified to give protein-rich 

fractions, was obtained fiom Parrheim Foods (Saskatoon, SK.). Parrheim Foods 

(Saskatoon, SK) utilizes dry processing in order to isolate protein fractions. The protein- 

rich fiaction was stored in its original packaging at room temperature. 

Food grade locust bean gum and guar gurn were obtained fiom Zumbro Inc (Haytiteld, 

Minn.). These neutral galactomannans consist of a mannan backbone with pmial 

substitution at mannose C-6 sites by a-D-galactose. Locust bean gum and p a r  gum 

differ primarily in their galactose to mannose ratio which is of the order of 1:2 for guar 

gurn and 1:4 for locust bean gurn (Gidley et al. 1991). Rheological parameters (G' and 

tan 6) for 1% aqueous solutions of these non-gelling polysaccharides were: 123 Pa and 

0.143 and 145 Pa and 0.160, respectively. K-Carrageenan (food grade) was obtained corn 

FMC Corporation (Philadelphia, Penn.). The carrageenan backbone consists of a linear 

alternat ing sequence of 1,3 -1inked P-D-galactose and 1,4-linked a-D-galactose units. It 

is a sulfated gdactan and the K-form contains one sulfate group every disaccharide 

repeating unit (Williams and Langdon 1996). The G' and tan 6 values of a 1% aqueous 

solution were 344 and 0.122, respectively. Al1 polysaccharides were used without 

additional purification. The rheology rneasurement of pure polysaccharide systems were 

based on the same conditions set for protein-polysaccharide systems (see section D). 

Unless otherwise stated, al1 chemicals used in this study were certified A.C.S. grade 

and were supplied by Fisher Scientific Co. (Nepean, ON). 



B. Preparation of Protein Isolate 

The preparation of plant protein isolates has oAen been accomplished through 

isoelectric point precipitation followed by extraction using alkaline or acidic conditions. 

However, evidence has suggested that such conditions can lead to severe protein 

denaturation (Arntfield and Murray 1981). Changes in protein conformation, during 

extraction, may significantly affect protein unfolding during heating and the resulting 

network formation. Therefore, milder isolation procedures, such as the micellization 

technique of Murray and coworkers (1978), have been employed in the present study to 

ensure that native proteins are not altered. 

Figure 3 details the steps used to isolate field pea protein in the present midy. The 

pea flour was mixed with 0.3 M NaCl at a ratio of 1: 10 and stirred constantly for 30 min 

at 37°C. The protein slurry was centrifuged at 10 000 x g for 15 min in a Sorval General 

Purpose RC-3 Automatic Refrigerated Centrifuge equipped with a HG-4L rotor head 

(Newton, CT). The supernatant was then separated and dispersed in cold water, at a ratio 

of 1 :3 and left to stand at room temperature for 3 hr. The protein micellar mass (PMM) 

was collected by decanting the supernatant. The residual protein mass was collected and 

dialyzed against distilled water at 4°C for 72 hours to remove excess salt. The dialyzed 

protein fraction was then fiozen at -32°C and freeze-dried at approximately -55OC for at 

least 48 hr at 190 mtorr in a Virtus freeze-dryer (Gardenir, NY). The dried PMM 

samples were stored in airtight containers at room temperature until required for use. 

Protein content of the field pea isolate was 86% (N x 5.70) as determined by the 

micro-Kjeldahl method (A.O.A.C. 1975). The moisture and ash content of the 

l yophilized PMM were determined (A.O. AC., 1975) to be 4.1 % and 2.0%, respectively. 



1 FIELD PEA PROTEIN FRACTION 

0.3 M NaCl 
Mix 30 min at 37OC 

Centrifuge 10 OOOg 
for 15 min 

discard 1 RESIDUE 1 HlGH SALT PROTEIN EXTRACT 

Dilute 1 :3 into cold 
tap water 

Wait 3 hrs 
Decant supernatant 

discard SUPERNATANT I 
Dialyse and Lyophilise JSOLATED 1 PROTEIN 1 

FIGURE 3 .  The isolation of protein corn yellow field pea flour using the procedure 
of Murray et al. (1978) 



Danielsson (1949) determined the isoelectric points of pea legumin and vicilin as pH 

4.8 and pH 5.5 respectively. The G' and tan 6 values of a 20% protein gel at its natural pH 

were 956 Pa and 0.140, respectively. It has been reported that for pea protein the 

minimum concentration for gelation is approximately 8.0% (Bacon et al, 1990). 

C.  Sample Preparations 

Suspensions with varying pea protein concentrations, protein-polysaccharide ratios, 

protein-salt ratios and pH were made. The specific tevels for each of these elements 

varied with the different experimental designs used dunng the course of the study. These 

are described later under the section on Statistica! Design and Analysis. Lyophilized 

forrns of both protein and polysaccharide were mixed at desired amounts in a 15 mL test 

tube. This dry mixture was then hydrated with a specific NaCl solution, adjosted with 

respect to pH and mixed for at least 60 seconds using a vortex. Samples were then made 

up to a volume of 10 mL. The pH of the samples were adjusted by dropwise addition of a 

srnall amount of NaOH (0.5M) or HCl (0.5M). Each mixture to be tested was allowed to 

stand for at least 30 min to allow for stabilization of the mixture and to allow the settling 

of air bubbies. After the elapsed time, the pH of the mixtures were rechecked to ensure 

stability had been reached. 

D. Rheology 

Ail rheological measurements were made using a Bohlin VOR rheometer (Bohlin 

ReoIogi, Inc., Edison, NJ), operated in the smali-ampl itude oscillatory mode. The 

rheometer was equipped with 30-mm parallel plate geometry and with a torque bar 



calibrated to 93.1 g-cm. Input strain amplitude for dynamic analysis was 0.02 and 

sensitivity was set at 10x. 

Approximately 1 mL of sample was transferred to the lower plate of the parallel- 

plate geometry at room temperature. This volume was adequate to fûlly cover the lower 

plate and obtain a gap width of 1.00 mm when the upper plate was lowered. A 15-cm 

stnp of masking tape was wrapped around the circumference of the cylinder supporting 

the lower platen to fom a well. Mineral oil was applied to the construaed well to 

prevent sample drying during heating. Sarnples were heated and then cooled over a 

temperature range of 2595°C at a rate of Z°C/min, followed by a frequency sweep at 

25°C. Rheological data was collected, dunng the frequency sweep, every 2.0 min with a 

thermal equilibrium time of 10s. Frequency sweeps of the final product were conducted 

over a range of 0.01-10 Hz at 25°C. 

Rheological properties were expressed in terms of storage modulus (G') and loss 

modulus (G"). The loss tangent could then be calculated as tan 6 = G"/G'. The G' and 

tan 6 values at 1 Hz of the final fiequency sweep were taken for comparison of the 

rheological results of the gelled produas. As fiequency increases, the slope of G' and G" 

values remain parallel to each other (Appendix A). Since different fiequencies do not 

have a particular influence on mechanical spectra, the selection of one particular 

fiequency, in which to look at rheological parameters is acceptable. 

E. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry @SC) was used in this study to monitor the 

conformational stability of protein-polysaccharide mixtures exposed to various 



physicochemical influences. Measurements were camed out using a Dupont 9900 

Thermal Analyzer with a Dupont 9 10 CeIl Base (Dupont Instruments, Wilmington, DE). 

Aliquots of 20 pL of the sample mixture were placed in tared aluminum DSC pans (Part 

Nos. 900790.90 1 and 900796.90 1, Dupont Instruments). The pans were then 

hermetically sealed and reweighed to obtain an accurate weight of the sample. Each 

sample, along with an empty reference plan, was mounted with silicone heat sink 

compound in a standard DSC ceil (ce11 calibration coefftcient =1.028; onset slope = 

- 16-35). The ce11 was heated over a temperature range of 30- 1 15°C at a rate of 1 O°C/min. 

Each sarnple mixture was analyzed in duplicate. 

Dupont's DSC General Analysis Utility program, Version 2.2 was used to analyze 

the thermal propeflies of the sample mixtures. A temperature corresponding to the 

maximum heat flow was taken as the denaturation point (Td) and the denaturation 

enthalpy (AHj' was calculated by numencal integration of the peak area. Values obtained 

from DSC were examined in duplicate and averaged. 

F. Solu bility Assessment 

Solubility behavior provides an excellent index of protein fbnctionality and aids in 

monitoring the effects of various modifications (i.e. addition of polysaccharide) on its 

functional potential. The solubility of the mixed solutions, prior to gelation, were 

determined spectrophotornetrically utilizing the Coomassie protein determination method 

(Pierce Chemical Co. 1995). Pnor to testing, the mixed solutions were clarified via 

centrihgation (10 OOOx g for 5 min). Solubility measurements were recorded as grams of 

proteid 100 g and were examined in duplicate and averaged. 



G. Statistical Design and Andysis 

Both factorial designs and response surface methodology (RSM) were utilized for the 

experiments in the present study. Experimental designs were constnicted and data 

analyzed using an IBM persona1 cornputer and Design Expert V5.3 1 software package. 

RSM encompasses a collection of statistical and mathematical techniques useful for 

developing, improving and optimizing processes and formulations of new products 

(Myers and Montgomery 1995). The nature of the mathematical model in RSM is a 

predictive equation, predicting the value of the response variable for given levels of the 

factors. This implies that al1 factors are fixed and quantitative. Most applications of 

RSM are sequential in nature. OAen at the outset of a response surface study there is an 

extensive list of factors that could be significant in explaining the response. This 

necessitates a screening exprimerzr, designed to investigate these factors with a view 

towards eliminating the unimportant ones. Myers and Montgomery (1995) refer to this 

screening experiment as phase zero of a response surface study. Once the significant 

variables are identified, phase one is camed out to determine if the current levels or 

settings of the independent variables result in a response value near the optimum. Phase 

Mo of the response surface study begins when the process is near the optimum. At this 

point a model is desired that will accurately approximate the tme response function 

within a relatively small region around the optimum. Once an appropriate approximating 

model has been obtained, this model may be analyzed to determine the optimum 

conditions for the process. On this basis, the RSM applied in the present study consisted 

of three separate experiments: Phase Zero - Screening Experiment, Phase One - 

Preliminary Optimization and Phase Two - Confirmational Optimization. 



Phase Zero - Screening Experiment. Two-level fractional factorial experiments 

were camed out separately for al1 three polysaccharides, to examine main and interaction 

treatment effects on the responses: storage modulus (G'), loss tangent (tan 6), 

denaturation temperature (Td), enthalpy of denaturation (AH) and solubility. The factors 

involved were protein concentration (10% and 20%), protein to polysaccharide ratio (20 

and 100), protein to NaCl ratio (10 and 30) and pH (4 and 9). The single block design 

consisted of no replication and encompassed four center points. 

Phase One - Preliminary Optimization. Based on the screening experiment, a 

second series of experiments were conducted following a central composite RSM design. 

This design contained the elements of a two level fractional factorial design plus center 

and axial points. As a resuit, several different models could be applied to describe the 

data. The independent factors included protein concentration (15 and 25%), 

protein:polysaccharide ratio (15 and 75) and pH (6 and 8). Level of NaCl not considered 

afier phase zero results were examined, and was consequently kept constant at 

protein:salt ratio of 1:20. Center and axial points were determined based on an alpha 

value of 1.6. 

Phase Two - Confirmational Optimization. A final set of experiments were 

subsequently carried out in attempts to corroborate and substantiate the results obtained 

in phase one. A central composite RSM design, as seen in phase one, was utilized 

differing only in an alpha value of 1.0. The independent factors included protein 

concentration (15 and 25%), protein:polysaccharide ratio (15 and 75) and pH (6 and 8). 

The difference in alpha value established different axial points as compared to phase 1. 

The phase two design eliminated meaningless axial points (Le. negative values), focussed 



in on areas where significant tindings were k ing  observed, and allowed for a niller 

representation of previous findings by the addition of previously untested factorial 

points. 

S tatistical Analysis. Data fiom physical measurements were anal yzed b y 

analysis of variance to determine significant effeas on responses. Statistical evaluation of 

DSC and solubility results, in response surface experiments, were pedomed on the 

combination of phase one and two data Mode1 fitting was performed on the combined 

experiments of phase one and two, utilizing numerical and graphical optimization, to 

determine optimum physiochemical conditions for maximizing G' and minimizing tan S. 



IV. RESULTS 

A. LOCUST BEAN GUM SYSTEMS 

1. Phase Zero - Screening Experiment 

The rheological data (G' and tan 6) obtained with mixed locust bean gum and field 

pea are shown in Appendix 1. Data were generated based on a 2-level fiactional factorial 

design with protein concentration (A), protein-polysaccharide ratio (B), protein-salt ratio 

(C) and pH (D) as variables. Given the normal probability plot (Figure 4) and analysis of 

variance (Appendix 2) of the effect estimates, the only significant effect on G' values was 

that of protein isolate concentration (p < 0.005). The positive relationship observed 

between protein concentration and G' can be explained by the increased probability of 

crosslinking due to increased polymer concentration (Clark and Lee-Tuffnell 1986). 

Despite the increase in G', networks formed still exhibited very low and variable 

experimental values making evaluation difficult and unreliable. Based on analysis of 

variance data (Appendix 3), tan 6 values were not shown to be dependent on any of the 

tested variables. Locust bean gum, like guar gum, is characterized as a neutral, non- 

gelling polysaccharide. As a neutral polymer, locust bean gum has the potential to 

promote thermodynamic incompatibility within a mixed biopolymer system (Tolstoguzov 

1992). It has been shown that the mechanism of improved gelation via an incompatible 

system is through mutual exclusion of the protein. Given that the addition of locust bean 

gum into a pea protein system resulted in no increased gelation, as will be seen for guar 

gum later, it is assumed that the exclusion phenornenon did not occur. A reason for this 

may be due to the polysaccharide's structure. Compared to guar gum, locust bean gum 
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storage modulus G' of  pea protein-locust bean gum systems at l Hi. 
(Screening Experimem) 



has a lower degree of galactose substitution along its mannose backbone consequently 

leaving many "smooth" or unsubstituted regions (Goycoolea et ai 1995). It is possible 

that some limited form of association or entanglement may have occurred between 

polypeptides and these regions, consequently inhibiting incompatibility. This type of 

association has been seen with locust bean gum and carrageenan (Williams and Langdon 

1995). A study conducted by Murayama et al (1995) on mixed gels of K-Carrageenan 

and galactomannans, showed that w-carrageenan exhibited a synergistic interaction when 

combined with locust bean gum but not when combined with guar gum. The difference 

in galactose substitution ratios between locust bean gum and guar gum was considered 

responsible for the differing rheological properties of the mixed gels. 

DSC data showed that the thermal denaturation temperatures (Td) of the mixed 

systems were significantly effected by protein concentration and pH (Appendix 4). 

Higher protein levels contribute to a shielding effect against thermal degradation lending 

to increased temperatures at which denaturation takes place (Table 1). A positive 

relationship between Td and pH was also seen. At pH 4, the overall net repulsive charge 

on the pea protein was low when considering that the isoelectric point of pea protein is 

between 4.8 and 5.5 (Daniefsson 1949). Since the protein was close to its isoelectric 

point, the chance of precipitation becarne more imminent and the overall stability of the 

mixture was diminished. This allowed the protein to unfold more easily and at a lower 

temperature. As the pH moved upwards towards 9, denaturation was delayed since 

protein-solvent interactions increased allowing for better mixture solubility and stability. 

Solubility determination, prior to gelation, showed that protein concentration, pH, 

the interaction between protein concentration and pH, and salt had a significant effect on 



TABLE 1. Effect of protein concentration and pH on the thermal denaturation 
temperature Td CC) of mixed pea protein-locust bean gum systemsa. 

Protein Concentration PH 
(%) 4 9 

a Values displayed in table are based on a range of protein-polysaccharide and protein- 
NaCl ratios. Since these factors showed no statistical significance to  protein soiubility, 
values were consequently averaged 



solubility (p < 0.0001) (Appendix 5).  The direct effect of pH on solubility is attributable 

to the fact that as pH is moved away from the isoelectric point m), protein-solvent 

reactions are favored over protein-protein reactions (Table 2). The low solubility seen at 

pH 4 is due to the low net repulsive charge on the protein lending to increased protein- 

protein interactions and subsequent aggregation. This was depicted by the homogenous 

milky-white appearance of protein solutions in this acidic environment. As seen in Figure 

5, protein concentration had more effect on solubility when at an alkaline pH. This 

suppons the fact that at higher pH levels, the solubility of pea protein is favored so that 

the effect of protein concentration is more noticeable. At pH 4, the protein system was 

unstable resuiting in minimal solubility regardless of the protein level examined. The 

positive effect of sait on solubility, as seen in Table 2, is a common observation 

attributable to the "salting in" effect where salts react with oppositely charged groups on 

the protein consequently decreasing protein-protein interactions (Kinsella 1976). 

Since there was no notable contribution by locust bean gum on the rheological 

properties of pea protein systems, funher investigations with this polysaccharide were 

unwarranted. This does not imply that locust bean gurn is entirely unable to improve 

protein gelation. Rather, this gurn was not seen to be beneficial under the conditions of 

this study. The lack of impact made by this gurn on protein solubility is similar to that 

which will be reported for guar gum. This outcome may be characteristic of mutual 

exclusion and may indicate that some form of incompatibility is present in the composite 

system. However, the fact that polysaccharide levels did not influence the Td values, 

showed that locust bean gum did not encourage the incompatibility or interaction 

between polymers to a sufficient extent to affect conformation or rheology. 



TABLE 2. Effect of protein concentration, pH and proteidNaCl ratio on the protein 
solubility (g I lOOg)  of  mixed pea protein-locust bean gum systemsa. 

Protein Concentration ProteidNaCl PH 
(%) Ratio 4 9 

a Values displayed in table are based on a range of protein-polysaccharide ratios. Since 
protein- polysaccharide ratio showed no statistical significance to protein solubility, 
values were consequently averaged 



Protein Solubility 
(!JI1 009) 

Factors: A: Protein Concen!ration D: pH 
" - " indicates 10% protein " - " indicates pH 4 
" +" indicates 20% protein " + " indicates pH 9 

FIGURE 5. Interaction effect of protein concentration and pH on the protein 
solubility (g/100g) o f  pea protein isolate-locust bean gum systems. 
(Screening Experiment) 



B. GUAR GUM SYSTEMS 

1. Rheology 

a. Phase Zero - Screening Experiment 

The rheological data for mixed pea protein-guar gum systems is given in A 

Two levels of each factor were set: 10 and 20% for protein concentration, 20 and 100 for 

protein-polysaccharide ratio, 10 and 30 for protein-salt ratio and pH levels at 4 and 9. 

Since the range of G' responses was large, a manipulation in the response, via square root 

transformation, allowed for a better fit of the model. The normal probability plot for G' is 

shown in Figure 6. Al1 of the effects that lie along the line are negligible to the response, 

whereas the large effects are seen by variables far from the line. The analysis of vanance 

is surnmarized in Appendix 7. Based on the normal probability plot and the p-values 

generated, it was shown that protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH 

al1 had highly significant effects on G' values for the mixed gels (p c 0.0001). In 

addition, two-way and three-way interactions (Le. ABD) between these three variables 

were also statistically significant (p < 0.000 1). 

In terms of polyrner levels, an increase in protein concentration resulted in an increase 

in G' while the relationship between G' and protein-polysaccharide ratio displayed a 

negat ive relationship (Table 3). Note t hat a decrease in protein-pol ysaccharide ratio 

corresponds to an increase in polysaccharide concentration within the mixed system. Pea 

protein concentrations of 15 and 20% always formed networks, while at low 

concentrations (Le. 10%) the mixture usuaily remained in a liquid-like state after the 
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F I G U E  6 .  Normal probability plot showing significant factors with respects to the 
storage modulus G' of pea protein-guar gum systems at 1 Hz. Note: 
square root transformation was appl i ed) (Screening Experimenl) 



TABLE 3. Effect of protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio, and pH on the 
storage modulus G' (Pa) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systemsa. 

Protein Concentration Protein-Polysac. PH 
(%) ~ a t i o ~  4 9 

a Values displayed in table are based on a range of proteidNaCl ratios. Since 
proteidNaCl ratio showed no statistical significance to G', values were 
consequently averaged 

b Decrease in protein-polysaccharide ratio corresponds to an increase in 
poIysaccharide concentration within the mixed system 



cooling-heating phase was completed. For example, a mixture at pH 9 with 10% protein, 

a protein-polysaccharide ratio of 100, and a protein-salt ratio of 10 generated a system 

with a G' of only 1 1.2 Pa. In these cases, it was presumed that the critical point of 

gelation had not been met. Therefore an inadequate amount of protein was present to 

allow for the formation of a three-dimensional network. This observation has been made 

by other researchers for other globular proteins using small amplitude oscillatory 

rheology, and relates to the fact that the probability of crossiinking among 

macromolecules is greater at higher polyrner concentrations (Léger and Amtfield 1993). 

Burova et al (1992) found that the gelation threshold of broad beans at pH 4.2 and 7.0 

were estimated to be 11% and 13% respectively. The relatively high gelation threshold 

value of this protein was expiained by the fact that significant fractions of the polypeptide 

chain did not participate in the formation of a three-dimensional network. A similar 

explanation may be applied to the pea protein isolate in this study. The significant 

interaction effect (AB) indicates that increases in G' as a result of increasing protein 

concentration was dependent on the protein-polysaccharide ratio. Figure 7 illustrates 

how protein concentration had an impact on G' only when protein-polysaccharide ratios 

were low. Even at protein concentrations below the presumed critical point, thin gels 

were formed due to the increased level of polysaccharide. In contrast to the mixture 

previously seen with a G' of 1 1.2 Pa, the same system with a protein-polysaccharide ratio 

of 20, resulted in a G' of 443 Pa. While the mechanism still remains unknown, it is 

evident that the presence of polysaccharide aided in protein network formation. 

As shown by the analysis of variance (Appendix 8), protein isolate and polysaccharide 



Square root 
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Factors: A: Protein Concentration 6: Protein-Polysac. Ratio 
11 - 11 indicates i 0% protein II - II indicates ratio of 20 
" +" indicates 20% protein " + " indicates ratio of 100 

FIGURE 7. Interaction effect o f  protein concentration and protein-polysaccharide ratio 
on the storage modulus G' (Pa) o f  pea protein-par gum systems (Screening 
Eiperfrnerii). Note: square root transformation was applied 



levels played a dominant role in determining the tan 6 response, as did their interaction (p 

< 0.05). High concentrations of pea protein in the mixture resulted in lower tan 6 values, 

corresponding to improved gel networks. Similarly, desirable tan 6 values were 

consistently generated at low protein-polysaccharide ratios (Table 4). The relationship 

between these two observations was tiirther seen in the interaction graph (Figure 8), 

which indicated that protein concentration had no effect on tan 6 when polysaccharide 

Ievels were high. It is clear that the presence of guar gum has a positive effect on gelling 

parameters. The likelihood of guar gum alone forming these composite networks is 

highly improbable since this polysaccharide is characterized as having no gelling 

capacity (Murayama and Kawabata 1995). A 1% aqueous solution of guar gum (similar 

to a protein-polysaccharide ratio of 20 at a protein concentration of 20%) gave G' and tan 

5 values of only 145 Pa and 0.160 respectively. Therefore in this case it is presurned that 

pea protein is the main contributor to network formation. These observations support the 

assumption that the presence of p a r  gum promotes incompatibility within the protein 

system. Since the presence of guar gum would facilitate the exclusion of protein, it is the 

effective concentration of protein which would enable network formation, rather than the 

concentration of protein initially added to the system. 

The pH level had a significant positive effect on G' values (p < 0.0002) and therefore 

on the strength of the network formed (Table 3). This was fkther compounded by the 

interactions seen between pH and polymer concentrations. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate 

respectively, how protein and polysaccharide levels made greater contributions to G' 

when at a high pH. These trends may be related to the solubility of the system at these 

different pH levels. 



TABLE 4. Effect of protein concentration and protein-polysaccharide ratio on 
the loss modulus (tan 6) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systemsa. 

Protein Concentration Protein-Polysaccharide I3atiob 
('w 20 100 

a Values displayed in table are based on a range of protein-NaC1 ratios and pH 
levels. Since these factors showed no statistical significance to protein solubility 
values were consequently averaged 

b Decrease in protein-polysaccharide ratio corresponds to an increase in 
polysaccharide concentration within the mixed system 



Tan 6 

Factors: A: Protein Concentration B: Protein-Polysac. Ratio 
" - " indicates 10% protein " - " indicates ratio of 20 
" +" indicates 20% protein " + " indicates ratio of 100 

FIGURE 8. Interaction effect of protein concentration and protein-polysaccharide 
ratio on the loss modulus tan 6 of pea protein-guar gum systems. 
(Screening Queriment) 



Square root 
(G') 

Factors: A: Protein Concentration D: pH 
" - " indicates 10% protein II - a l  indicates pH 4 
" +" indicates 20% protein " + " indicates pH 9 

FIGURE 9. Interaction effect o f  protein concentration and pH on the storage modulus 
G' (Pa) of pea protein-guar gum systems. (Screening Experimenf) Note: 
square root transformation was applied. 



Factors: B: Protein-Polysac. Ratio D: pH 
" - " indicates ratio of 20 " - " indicates pH 4 
" +" indicates ratio of 100 " + " indicates pH 9 

FIGURE 10. Interaction effect o f  protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH on the storage 
modulus G' (Pa) of pea protein-guar gum systems (Screening Erperiment). 
Note: square root transformation was applied. 



Below the IEP, G' values remained low due to the reduced protein solubility. Insolubility 

was evidenced by the slight cloudiness of the composite mixture. As discussed with 

locust bean gum, at this p K  the potential for protein-protein interactions was great. 

Hence coagulation rather than gelation would have occurred. It is implied that 

coagulation refers to a random aggregation which occurs when protein-protein 

interactions predominate. Gelation on the other hand, is an ordered aggregation process 

which results in a well-defined network due to the balance of protein-protein and protein- 

solvent interactions (Hermansson 1979). Despite the cloudiness observed at a pH of 4, 

these mixtures remained homogenous with no formation of precipitate. As a result a 

mixture having high levels of both polymers, could produce opaque-colored gels with a 

G' as high as of 989 Pa (Appendix 6). As the pH was moved away fiom the IEP to a pH 

of 9, G' increased, reflecting improved network formation. This was most noticeable at 

high polymer concentrations (Appendix 6). This would indicate that protein-solvent 

reactions would have been favored increasing the ability of protein to dubi l ize  and 

undergo gelation. 

From the initial screening experiment, it is clearly evident that protein concentration, 

protein-polysaccharide ratio, and pH are significant contributing factors to network 

formation. Of the four factors tested, only protein-salt ratio was eliminated as having any 

contribution to the rheological parameters. Figure 1 1 illustrates a cube plot encompassing 

al1 significant main effects with average G' values superimposed on the eight corners. 

Inspection of the three-way interaction shows that highest G' values were achieved at 

high levels of protein concentration and pH and a low protein-polysaccharide ratio. On 

inspection of the associated statistical outlier plot (Appendix 9), two composite mixtures 
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FIGURE 1 1 .  Three-way interaction effect of protein concentration, protein- 
polysaccharide ratio, and pH on the storage modulus G' (Pa) of pea 
protein-guar gu m system S. (Screening Experiment) 



are shown to stray fiom the fitted model. This a n  be indicative of a synergistic 

occurrence (Myers and Montogomery 1995). These outlier points correspond to two 

composite mixtures with a 20% protein concentration, a low protein-polysaccharide ratio 

of 20 and a pH of 9, giving G' values of 6264 Pa and 7430 Pa. These particular mixtures 

were also characterized with the lowest tan delta values seen fiom al1 the experimental 

responses (O. 109 and b. 104 respectively). Based on these highly desirable characteristics, 

further investigation of the inclusion of guar gum in pea protein systems was warranted. 

It is of interest to note that in the presence of polysaccharides, networks were established 

under the protein's critical point of gelation. However, when in search of the optimum 

conditions for an improved gel, it is felt that fkther experiments be conducted in a 

protein concentration range higher than the critical concentration point. In addition, it 

was decided that pH values should be set near or higher than the protein IEP to prevent 

instability and promote solubility within the mixture. 

Phase One - Preliminary Optimization 

The use of the central composite design was used to allow for the sequential 

augmentation of the 2-level fiactional factorial with additional design points that would 

allow the fitting of a second-order surface response. Based on the previous screening 

results, protein concentration was set at 15 and 20%, protein-polysaccharide ratio at 15 

and 75, and pH !evels of 6 and 8. Protein-salt ratio was maintained at 20 as it was found 

that it did not contribute significantly to rheological parameters but yet it was still 

necessary to ensure protein solubility. Augmentation was also facilitated by the addition 

of axial points. Six axial points were added with a = 1.6 chosen as the axial distance 



(default value for Design Expert V5.31). In a statistical design with three variables, this 

particular alpha value establishes data points which are equidistant from the center point. 

Rheological responses are seen in Appendix 10. Based on a quadratic model, the 

factor exerting the most significant effect on G' (p < 0.000 1) and tan 6 (pC0.05) was pH. 

Protein-polysaccharide ratio also exhibited a significant negative effect on G' (p c 0.05). 

Appendices I l  and 12 summarize the analyses of variance for these responses. On 

examination of  contour plots (Figures 12 and 13), it c m  be seen that network formation is 

favored (Le. G' maximized and tan 6 minimized) when the pH level is closcr to the 

isoelectric point (Le. from pH 8 6). The highest G' value, 10560 Pa, was obsewed at 

the experimental design's lowest pH value 5.32. G' values also increased as protein- 

polysaccharide ratios decreased (Figure 12). As seen in figures 14 and 15, the same 

range of protein concentration and protei n-pol ysaccharide ratio generate much weaker 

gels at pH 7 than at pH 6. The trend observed with pH is similar to findings of 

Tolsto y z o v  (1 9 9 9 ,  who concluded that thermodynamic compatibility of  proteins with 

neutral polysaccharides decreases when pH approaches the IEP of  proteins. This suggests 

that incompatibility may play a dominant role in the present systern. Given this tinding, 

it is most probable that the mechanism by which improved gelation is rendered is through 

the mutual exclusion of polymers. 

Protein concentration and interactions between the main effects, as seen in the 

screening experiment, did not contribute to rheological parameters in the prelirninary 

optimization experiment. By namowing the range of protein concentratim and setting it 

above the gelation point, the influence of protein concentration was eliminated. Between 



Protein/Polysaccharide 45-00 
Ratio 

FIGURE 12. Effect of pH and protein-polysaccharide ratio on storage modulus G' (Pa) 
(contour lines) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems at a protein 

concentration of 20%. (Prehinury Optimization Eiperiment ) 



Protein/Pol ysaccharide 
Ratio 45.00 

FIGURE 13. ERect of pH and protein-polysaccharide ratio on  the loss modulus tan 6 
(contour fines) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems at a protein 
concentrat ion of 20%. (Pre fiminary Opfimiralion Experimenf) 
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FIGURE 14. Influence of protein concentration and protein-polysaccharide ratio on 
storage modulus G' (Pa) (contour Iines) of mixed pea protein-guar gum 
systems at a constant pH of 6 (Preliminary Optirniration Experimenlt) 
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FIGURE 15. Influence of protein concentration and protein-polysaccharide ratio on 
the storage modulus G' (Pa) (contour lines) of mixed pea protein-guar 
gum systems at a constant pH of 7. (Prehinary Oplimizalion &eriment) 



levels o f  15 and 25%, primary networks were always established and increasing o r  

decreasing the level had no substantial impact on G' o r  tan 6 (Appendices 11 and 12). 

However when examining outlier plots for both G' and tan 6 (Appendix 13 and 14) it 

was observed that gelled mixtures with 28.41% protein exhibited network parameters that 

did not conform to  the fitted model. At this protein level, a network with a high tan delta 

and a G' almost five times less than expected was produced. It is generally assumed that 

the working range for protein solubility is between 1-20 mdml .  Such a high protein 

concentration may have gone beyond the solubility limits for the protein system causing 

it to settle out of  solution. However, when examining systems comprised of  only protein, 

a protein concentration of 28.41% did not result in a break down of gelling parameters. 

Therefore, the assumption that 28.4 1% protein is beyond solubility limits alone may not 

account for the undesirable G' and tan 6. However it may be  that the occurrence o f  

incompatibility and mutual exclusion may have extended the protein concentration past 

the solubil ity 1 i mits. At such levels, excess protein-protein interactions prevented the 

formation of  a well defined crosslinked network. A closer investigation of this anomaly 

may have also revealed that phase separation, as a result o f  incompatibility, may have 

also contributed to the instability of the composite system. 

b. Confirmational Optimization 

Minor modification of  the preliminary response surface design was achieved by way 

of  changing axial distance to  a = 1.0. This allowed any erroneous effects to the statistical 

model, caused by extreme factor levels (i.e. protein-polysaccharide ratio = -5.45), to  be 

eIiminated. Rheological data for the confirmational optimization experiment can be seen 



in Appendix 15. This experiment confirms the importance of pH to the gelling 

properties of pea protein-guar gum systems. ANOVA data (Appendices 16 and 17) 

indicates that pH significantly effected both G' (p < 0.0001) and tan delta (p < 0.05). 

Figures 16 and 17 clearly show that as pH approaches 6 , G' and tan d values become 

more characteristic of a well formed network. According to ANOVA data (Appendix 

14), protein-polysaccharide ratio also significantly contributed to G' (p< 0.005) as did 

its interaction with pH. The influence of the protein-polysaccharide ratio on G' was 

especially strong at pH values above 7.5 where the G' value dropped from greater than 

1360 Pa to less than 836 Pa as the protein-polysaccharide ratio increased at a constant 

protein concentration of 20% (Figure 16). Still overall, as pH was lowered G' values 

became more desirable with higher G' values associated with Iower protein- 

polysaccharide ratios. Similarly with tan 6 (Figure 17), the influence of the protein 

polysaccharide ratio was greatest at about pH 7.5 but optimal values (lower tan 6) were 

obtained at lower pH values and lower protein-polysaccharide ratios. 

2. DSC 

DSC was used to monitor changes in protein conformation upon exposure to selected 

test environments. Responses were recorded as thermal denaturation temperature (Td) 

and denaturation enthalpy (AH) for both fractional factorial and response surface 

experiments (Appendix 6,10, and 15). Note that responses fiom phase one and phase 

two optimization experiments were combined for statistical analysis. The thennogram 

(Figure 18) for a 204/0 pea protein slurry, at its natural pH, was characterized by a single 
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FIGURE 16. Effect of pH and protein-polysaccharide ratio on the storage modulus 
G' (Pa) (contour /»tes) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems at a 
constant protein concentration of 20% (Confinnaiona~ Optirniration 
kperimenf) 
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FIGURE 17. Effect of pH and protein-polysaccharide ratio o n  the loss modulus tan 6 
(contour lines) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems at protein 
concent ration of 20% (Confirmationcd Optirniration Experimenr) 



Temperature (b) 

Figure 18:Thermograph of 20% (w/w) pea protein isolate at pH 7 (Td = 86.62OC, 
A H = ~ . o ~  ~ / g )  



heat absorption peak with a Td and AH of 8652°C and 13.02 J/g respectively. 

This is comparable to findings of Arnttield and Murray (1 98 1) who observed field pea 

protein isolates to have a Td of 86°C and a AH of 3.72 cal g-'. It must be noted that the 

pea protein isolate prepared according to the micelle isolation technique (Arntfield et al. 

1985), often contains sufficient salt to affect the denaturation temperatures observed. 

Thermal analysis also revealed that the endotherm of the curve extended beyond 10o0C. 

Since the rheometer used in this investigation had an upper limit of only 95'C, it may be 

suggested that network formation was not fiiily completed at the temperature used for gel 

preparation. This would result in poorer gels, characterized by Iower G' values and 

higher tan 6 values, due to the incomplete denaturation of the protein. This finding was 

typical of al1 the themograms obtained in this study as Td values varied from 

approximately 85-92OC and AH from 8- 18 J/g. 

An increase in the denaturation temperature of the mixed systems may result if it is 

assumed that thermodynamic incompatibility is occurring between pea protein and guar 

gum. It is expected that exclusion of the protein in the presence of polysaccharides 

would decrease the effective volume available to the protein thereby making it more 

difficult for the protein to unfold and thus increasing the Td value. However, fiom both 

screening and optimization experiments, it was found that protein-poIysaccharide ratio 

had no significant impact on Td or AH (Appendices 18-21). This is similar to findings by 

Burova et al (1992), who found that neutral polysaccharides did not affect the 

conformational stability of broad bean legurnin. The lack of change in Td values, was 

suggested by Burova et al. (1992) to be due to the negligible change in molecular volume 

of the broad bean protein, as a result of its denaturation. This conclusion was made in 



view of the fact that the denaturation of some small globular proteins is not accompanied 

by any substantial change in their molecular volume. 

Factors that did contribute significantly to conformational stability, as according to 

factorial experiments, were protein concentration and pH (Figure 19). From the analysis 

of variance (Appendix 18) it was found that protein concentration had a direct positive 

effect on Td values (p < 0.01) (Table 5). Higher protein levels contribute to a shielding 

effect against thermal degradation giving way to increased temperatures at which 

denaturation takes place. More important was the significant influence of pH on Td and 

AH (p < 0.000 1) as revealed by ANOVA data (Appendix 18 and 19). A lowering of pH 

into the acidic range was s h o w  to reduce both Td and values AH (Table Sa-b) . At pH 4, 

the overall net positive charge on the pea protein was suficient to cause a weakening of 

the stmcture allowing the protein to unfold more easily and at a lower temperature. As 

the pH moved up to 9, the high net charge on the protein allowed for increased protein- 

solvent interactions which in turn favored stabilization and delayed denaturation due to 

the increased solubility of the protein. Once the pH range was confined between 6 and 8, 

as in response surface designs, the effect of pH on conformational stability was no longer 

observed (Appendix 20 and 2 1). 

Overall, the more alkaline the pH, the more stable the muIticomponent systern 

became. However according to rheology data, improved gelation took place at pH 6 

rather than at higher pH values. This would suggest that protein stabitity was not the sole 

factor contnbuting to protein gelation. At a pH of 6, while most of the pea protein would 

be negatively charged a small proportion of the protein could still maintain a 

positive charge. As a result, the net electrostatic repulsive energy is small thereby 
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FIGURE 19. Normal probability plot showing significant factors with respects to the 
thermal denaturation temperature Td CC) of pea protein-guar gum systems. 
(Screening fiperiment) 



TABLE 5 .  Effect of protein concentration andior pH on (a) the thennal denaturation 
temperature Td ("C) and (b) the denaturation enthalpy AH (J/g) of mixed 
pea protein-guar gum systems (Screening meriment) 

(a) Denaturation temperature, Td 
- - 

Protein Concentration 
("/O) 

" Values displayed in the table are based on ranges of protein-polysaccharide and 
protein- NaCl ratios. Since these factors showed no statistical significance to Td, 
values were consequently averaged 

(b) EnthaIpy of denaturation, AH 

b Values displayed in the table are based on ranges of protein concentrations, 
protein-polysaccharide ratios and protein-NaCI ratios. Since these factors 
showed no statistical significance with respects to AH, values were consequently 
averaged 



contnbuting to greater stability and allowing for increased protein-protein interactions to 

occur as compared to at higher alkaline pHs (Le. pH 8 or 9). The ability of the protein 

to aggregate while maintaining good stability appears to have a greater impact on the 

gelliqg capacity of the mixed system. 

3. Solubility 

Factorial and response surface analysis revealed that wlubility was significantly 

influenced (p < 0.0001) by al1 main effects other than proteiii-polysaccharide ratio 

(Appendix 22 and 23). In tenns of pH the fùrther away the pH was fiom the protein's 

isoelectric point (IEP .r 4 3 ,  the greater the ability of the protein to participate in protein- 

solvent interactions. Consequently screening experiments showed that solubility was 

greatest at pH 9 (Table 6). Upon visual examination, composite mixtures were denoted 

as "clear" at alkaline pHs, whereas mixtures at pH 4 were cloudy white in color. 

Response surface analysis (Appendix 23) also showed that pH had a significant positive 

effect on solubility (p < 0.0005). Note that the statistical anatysis of the two optimization 

studies with respects to solubility, were done in combination. At pHs between 6 and 8 

mixtures were slightly cloudy but rnaintained a slight yellow color. In al1 such cases, 

mixtures remained homogenous in nature with no phase separation or precipitation 

observed. Figure 20 clearly shows the increase in solubility as pH becomes more 

alkaline. 

Analysis cf screening and optimization experiments also revealed that protein 

concentration also had a significant effect on solubility (p < 0.0001) (Appendix 22 and 

23). Reasons are similar to those seen previously with locust bean gum. Based on both 



TABLE 6. . Effect of protein concentration and pH on the protein solubility (g/100g) of 
mixed pea protei n-guar gum ~ ~ s t e r n s * ~ .  (Screening Experiment) 

Protein Concentration PH 
(%) 4 9 

' Values displayed in table are at a protein-NaCl ratio of 10. 

b Values displayed in table are based on ranges of protein-polysaccharide ratios. 
Since this factor showed no statistical significance to protein solubility, values 
were consequently averaged 



15.0 17.5 20.0 22.5 25.0 

Protein Concentration (%) 

FIGURE 20. Effect o f  pH and protein concentration on the protein solubility (g/100g) 
(contour lines) o f  mixed pea protein-guar gum systems at a constant 
protein-polysaccharide ratio of 45. (Combined Optimization Erperirnenl) 



sets of experiments, a protein range anywhere from 10 to 25% was observed to be within 

the solubility lirnits of the pea protein, since mixtures remained homogenous with no 

precipitation of the protein. Therefore, as protein concentration within the mixed system 

increased, the amount of protein being solubilized also increased. This positive 

relationship between protein concentration and solubility, as seen in both screening and 

optimization experiments, is seen in Table 6 and Figure 20 respectively. However, a 

deviation fiom this trend was observed at one of the response surface axial points. The 

high protein concentration of 28.41%, as discussed previously, showed a significant Ioss 

in solubility (6.35 g/100g), such that it was excluded fiom the statistical model 

(Appendix 24). A similar loss in functionality was also seen in rheological experiments 

where a highly significant decrease in gelling capacity was seen for this particular 

sample. This supports the notion that some form of sedimentation must have taken place 

which inhibited network formation. 

It is understood that thermodynamic incompatibility between polymers can be clearly 

identified by the occurrence of phase separation. Within the present research, phase 

separation was not visually observed nor quantitatively assessed by solubility 

rneasurements. However, the absence of  phase separation does not negate the occurrence 

of thermodynamic incompatibility. According to Tolstoguzov (1995) synergistic effects 

as a result of thermodynamic incompatibil ity can take place in single-phase mixtures 

where, due to mutua1 exclusion, each polymer occupies only part o f  volume o f  the bulk 

solution. Therefore the lack of effect on solubility by protein-polysaccharide ratios may 

still possibly be attributed to the incompatibility between the polymen. The apparent 

lack of interaction between pea protein and guar gum would impede any effect that guar 



gum has on protein conformation. Changes in solubility depend on some form of 

aI teration in conformation or change in the balance of protein-protein to protein-solvent 

interactions and these factors were unaffected by the presence of y a r  gum. 

4. Numerical and Graphical Optimization 

To determine the conditions required for improved gelation, a simultaneous 

optimization of G' and tan 6 was made using the combined data fiom preliminary and 

confirmational optimization experiments (phases 1 and 2). Numerical and graphical 

optimization will optimize any combination of one or more goals. The goals set may 

apply to either factors or responses. As such, constraints (or goals) were put in place for 

the factors: protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH and the responses: 

G' and tan 6. Since the primary role of DSC and solubility data was to help explain and 

clarify rheological results, they have not been included in this optimization as defining 

factors of network formation. Constraints for factors were based on the maximum axial 

points (Le. alpha value (a) = 1 -6 )  used in the prior response surface experiments (Table 

7). Since protein-polysaccharide ratio displayed an erroneous axial point value at a= -1.6 

(i.e. -5.49,  the constraint was redefined to 10. The goal for Gy was set to 20 000 Pa in 

order for predicted networks to be characterized with the highest G' response possible. 

Gels characterized with a G' greater than 10 kPa have been evaluated as being acceptable 

well-defined elastic networks (Mitchell 1980). A target value of 0.05 was set for tan 6 

responses, however values between 0.01 and 0.1 1 were deemed as acceptable. Note that 

the criteria for graphical optimization is based on the range of factor and response values 

rather than target values as seen in numerical optimization. 



CONSTRAINTS 
Name Goal Lower Limit Upper Limit 

Protein Concentration (%) w/in range 11.59 28 -4 1 
Prot-Polysac. Ratio w/in range 10.00 95.45 
PH w/in range 5.32 8.68 

G' (Pa) maxi mize 1 O000 20000 

Tan 6 target 0.05 0-0 1 0.11 

SOLUTIONS (Ouwut from Numerical Optimization) 
f! Protein Conc Prot-Poly Ratio pH G ' Tan 6 Desirability 

(Y0 ) (Pa) (%) 
1 11.64 10.60 5.32 16399 0.050 80.0 
2 11.61 1 1.75 5.32 16240 0.050 78.5 
3 1 1.59 12.99 5.32 16060 0.05 1 76.9 
4 15.26 10.00 5.32 16005 0.066 66.0 
5 16.88 10.00 5.32 1 5906 0.072 61 -5 
6 28.41 46.3 1 5.32 15063 0.073 55.8 
7 28.4 1 71.00 5.32 14348 0.069 54.7 

Table 7. Predicted combinations of  factors (protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide 
ratio, and pH) and responses (G' and tan 6) characterizing optimized gelled 
networks based on set constraints within numerical optimization. 



Numerical optimization displays numerical predictions (solutions) that 

simultaneously satisfy the constraints fiom both multiple factors and responses. 

Such optimization procedures pinpoint solutions with the greatea desirability. Table 7 

indicates that the most desirable network (solution #1) was produced at a protein 

concentration of 11.64%, at a protein-polysaccharide ratio of 10.60 (corresponding to a 

polysaccharide concentration of 1.10%), and a pH level of 5.32. This acceptable 

network was defhed by a G' of 16 399 and a tan delta of 0.050. This illustrates that in 

order to obtain a weil-defined network (as according to the criteria set), protein 

concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH need to be at a minimum level. Note 

that a minimum protein-polysaccharide ratio corresponds to a relatively high 

concentration of polysaccharide. Decreasing the presence of polysaccharide to a minimal 

level wit hin the system (Le. increasing the protein-polysaccharide ratio) requires a 

maximum increase in protein concentration in order to maintain an acceptable network 

(Table 7, solution #7). However in this situation, a compromise in both the storage 

modulus and tan delta response is evident. Previous rheological study demonstrated that 

extremely high values of protein concentration (Le. 28.41 Yo), associated with high 

polysaccharide levels, were undesirable for network formation since it created an 

unstable system. What is also apparent is the importance of pH in these mixed systems. 

Al1 solutions presented indicate that a pH of 5.32 is required to generate desirable 

networks. Since no solutions showed any other acceptable pH values, it is assumed that 

any deviation fiorn pH 5.32 would considerably diminish the desirability of the networks. 

Graphical optimization gives a better indication of the actual range of factor levels 

permissible to obtain acceptable response values. Graphical optimization displays the 



area of feasible response values within the factor space. The area that does not fit the 

optimization criteria remains unshaded. Areas within the factor space that are shaded 

will indicate that the multiple constraints on the responses have been satisfied. Shaded 

areas are enclosed by contour lines illustrating the limits imposed by response 

constraints. It must be noted that graphical optimization does not differentiate between 

the desirabiiity of the networks formed as in numerical optimization. 

Graphical optimization suppons findings of above and confirms that a pH of 5.32 

allows for the most conducive environment to fonn satisfactory networks. This pH 

allows for the broadest range of both protein and polysaccharide levels (Figure 21). At a 

pH of 5.32, networks can be formed with protein concentrations anywhere between 11.59 

and 28.4 1% (Figure 2 1). However to generate an acceptable gel at a minimal protein 

concentration of 1 1.59%, protein-polysaccharide ratios below 60.63 are required (Figure 

22). This corresponds to having polysaccharide concentrations only above 0.19%. As 

seen in Figure 22, as pH approaches 6.07, the level of polysaccharide required within 

the system increases (i.e. protein-polysaccharide ratio decreases). 

To achieve a desirable gel at pH 5.32, with the least amount of guar gum (Le. protein- 

polysaccharide of 95.45) a minimum protein concentration of 20% must be met (Figure 

23). This minimum protein requirement becomes higher as higher pH values are used. 

Previous analysis of pea protein-guar gum systems, has shown that protein levels above 

25% are undesirable due to lack of protein solubility. High concentrations of guar gum 

are therefore seen as a benefit, since it allows protein concentrations to be kept within a 

workable range (i.e. 10-25%). 



Protein-Polysaccharide 
Ratio 
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Figure 2 1 .Graphical projection of optimized gelled networks from pea protein-guar gum 
systems as a fùnction of protein-polysaccharide ratio and protein concentration 
at a constant pH level of 5-32. 
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Figure 22. Graphical projection of optimized gelled networks fiom pea protein-guar gum 
systems as a fûnction of protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH at a constant 
protein concentration o f  1 1.59%. 
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Figure 23. Graphical projection of optimized gelled networks from pea protein-guar gum 
systems as a fùnction of protein concentration and pH at a constant protein- 
polysaccharide ratio of 95 -45. 



C. CARRAGEENAN SYSTEMS 

1. Rheology 

a. Screening Experiment 

Original data and experimental conditions tested during the screening experiment 

of carageenan systems are given in Appendix 25. Results fiom the analysis of variance 

(Appendix 26 and 27), showed that protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio, 

their interaction (Le. AB) and pH exhibited significant effects on both G' and tan 6 (p < 

0.0001). It must be noted that for the storage rnodulus responses, a square root 

transformation was used to generate a mode1 that better described the data. As described 

earlier, the increase in G' with protein concentration has been attributed to the number of 

intermolecular protein-protein interactions commonly referred to as crosslinks or junction 

zones (Smith 1994). As the protein concentration increased, G' values increased due to 

the greater probability of intermolecular contact. In addition to a main effect, the effect 

of protein concentration on tan 6 responses also depended on the level of polysaccharide. 

Figure 24 illustrates how low values of tan 6 were consistently associated with al1 protein 

concentrations when protein-polysaccharide ratios were low. From al1 the responses 

observed, a mixture composed of 20% protein, a low protein-polysaccharide ratio of 20 

and a pH of 9, appeared to give the highest G' (4750 Pa) and lowest tan 6 (0.127) vaiues. 

At low protein concentrations (Le. IO%), G' values remained low and tan 6 values high, 

regardless of the protein-polysaccharide ratio. This observation is in contrast to what was 

seen in guar gum systems, where even when the protein concentration was below the 

critical gelation point (Le. 10%) composite systems would produce a thin elastic gel 

when in the presence high guar gum concentrations. This ability to form gels below 



Factors: A: Protein Concentration 8: Protein-Polysac. Ratio 
# t  - I t  indicates 10% protein " - " indicates ratio of 20 
" +" indicates 20% protein " + " indicates ratio of 100 

FIGURE 24. Interaction effect of protein concentration and protein-polysaccharide 
ratio on the loss modulus tan 6 of pea protein-K-carrageenan systems. 
(Screerrir~g Ecperiment) 



the cntical protein concentration was attributed to the fact that mutual exclusion of the 

polymers was taking place. With the carrageenan systems however, al1 mixtures with 

low protein levels remained in a liquid progel-like state. Therefore, it appeared that a 

minimum protein concentration was necessary before the influence of carrageenan 

concentration could be seen. Significant increases in G' were not seen until a protein 

concentration of 15%, which may indicate that the protein gelling threshold had then 

been reached. 

As with the guar gum systems, pH seems to play a distinctive role in determining the 

characteristics of the resulting network. At a pH of 4, pea protein carries a net positive 

charge since it is below its isoelectric point. It is also known that carrageenan retains a 

strong negative charge over the normal pH range of 3 to 10 (Burova et al. 1992). So it 

may be assumed that the opposite charges exhibited by the two polymers result in 

cornpatibility and subsequent interaction. At acidic conditions it was observed that 

mixtures were not only accompanied by cloudiness, as seen with guar gum systems, but 

also by precipitation. The interaction among the whole unit of the polymers would result 

in the association of a large colony and subsequent precipitation in the form of insoluble 

complexes (Tolstoguzov 1995). The formation of these complexes was a charactenstic 

difference between carrageenan and guar gum systems. However the presence of these 

complexes seemed to have a negative impact on both elasticity and network properties. 

Tan 6 values at pH 4 were significantly higher than that at pH 9. This indicates that the 

gel was presumably strengthened through aggregation rather than network formation 

since gels formed by aggregation are less structured (Cai 1996). Since the improved 

gelation of biopolymer systems is the desired outcome pH levels below the isoelectric 



point were avoided in subsequent investigation. As pH values were raised above the IEP, 

mixtures became increasingly translucent and this resulted in more favorable rheological 

parameters. Interaction graphs (Figures 25 and 26) illustrate how high protein and 

polysaccharide levels contributed to higher G' values when the higher pH was used. At a 

pH of 9 the protein isolate has a large net negative charge. Since carrageenan also cames 

a negative charge, it could be postulated that repulsion and incompatibility between the 

polymers would occur. Consequently, the irnproved gelation would presumably be due 

to the mutual exclusion of pea protein and canageenan into their own domains thereby 

increasing the protein's effective concentration. 

b. Preliminary Optimization 

Util izing the significant factors found in the factorial experiment a response surface 

design was applied to the mixed system, (Appendix 28). Protein concentration was 

adjusted to a range that would be above the necessary critical concentration for gel 

formation for pea and pH levels were held above the IEP in the range of 6 to 8. The 

presence of sait within the system was still required in order to aid in protein solübility. 

However, the protein-salt ratio was kept constant at 20, since this factor was detennined 

to have an insignificant effect on gelling parameters as seen in the screening experirnents. 

Based on the analysis of variance (Appendix 29 and 30) for these conditions, protein- 

polysaccharide ratio was the only significant factor affecting the storage modulus (p < 

0.005) while pH and protein concentration significantly affected tan 6. As seen in Figure 

27, mixtures consisting of low protein-polysaccharide ratios resulted in increased G' 

values. For example, composite systems with a protein-polysaccharide ratio of 15 gave 
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Factors: A: Protein Concenti-ation D: pH 
" - " indicates 10% protein " - " indicates pH 4 
" +" indicates 20% protein " + " indicates pH 9 

FIGURE 25. Interaction effect of protein concentration and pH o n  the storage modulus 
G' (Pa) of pea protein-carrageenan systems (Screening Experiment). Note 
square root transformation was applied. 
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Factors: B: Protein-Polysac. Ratio D: pH 
" - " indicates ratio of 20 " - " indicates pH 4 
" +" indicates ratio of 100 " + " indicates pH 9 

FIGURE 26. Interaction effect of protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH on the storage 
modulus G' (Pa) of pea protein-carrageenan systems (Screening 
Gcperiment). Note: square root transformation was applied) 
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Figure 27. Effect of protein-polysaccharide ratio on the storage modulus G' (Pa) 
(contour lines) of mixed pea protein-K-carrageenan systems at (A) pH 6 
and (B) pH 8 .  (Prehinary Opfimizution meriment) 



the highest G' responses measured. 

At pH 6 and 8, mean values for G' were 7640 Pa and 9135 Pa, respectively and 

were not significantly different. Tan 6 values however, were significantly different at 

varying pHs, with average values of 0.147 and 0.104, for pH 6 and 8 respectively. Thus 

it is evident that mixtures at a pH of 8, where more favorable loss tangent values 

were obtained, resulted in superior gelled networks. One explanation for this improved 

gelation, above pea protein's EP, could be thermodynamic incompatibility. In this case, 

the net negative charges of pea protein and carrageenan would bring about repulsion and 

subsequent movement of each polymer into its own domain. Besides the possibility of 

thennod ynamic incompatibility, an alternative interpretation of the data can be explained 

by the occurrence of complexes (Tolstoguzov 1995). This interaction is attributed to the 

non-uniform distribution of cationic and anionic amino acid residues in the protein. The 

separation of charged groups gives rise to micro-regions of net positive charge which can 

interact with the anionic polysaccharide even though the net charge on the entire protein 

is negat ive. Sulp hated polysaccharides, because they have a higher charge density, are 

particularly capable of forming soluble complexes with globular proteins at pH values 

above the protein E P  (Ipsen 1995). These micro-regions on the protein, can provide 

sufficient interaction space to accommodate polysaccharide molecules. This type of 

interaction is most probable when the protein chain has been unfolded by sorne kind of  

force. such as heat. Evidence supporting this binding mechanism can be seen with the 

rheological response of mixtures containing 28.41% protein at a pH of 7. As discussed 

previously with guar gum, mixtures with this high concentration of protein resulted in a 

sharp drop in G' and tan 6 values. This was attributed to the occurrence of mutual 



exclusion of macrornoIecuIes. However in the case of carrageenan, there was no extreme 

deterioration in gelling properties. Protein-carrageenan mixtures at this high protein level 

resulted in a G' of 3596 Pa. This may support the notion that exclusion between the 

polymers did not occur with carrageenan systems but rather the evidence of gel formation 

indicates the occurrence of complexing. 

c. Confirmational Optimization 

The important effects that emerged from the confirmational response surface study 

(Appendix 3 1) of pea protein-carrageenan systems were quite similar to those seen with 

the preliminary study. The main effects, protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH, had the 

greatest impact on rheological parameters (p < 0.0001) (Appendix 32 and 33). Protein 

concentration was also shown to have an effect on both G' and tan 6 (p < 0.05), though 

not as significant. As seen throughout the rheological study, protein concentration will 

invariably have an effect on rheological parameters as it is the protein that foms the 

basic and foundational structure of the gel. The confirmational optimization experiment 

demonstrated that G' was dependent on pH, a factor which was important in the screening 

study but was not seen as significant in the preliminary optimization experiment. Based 

on this experiment, it can be suggested that the rnechanism by which carrageenan 

encourages gelation of pea proteins, is heavily dependent upon the pH. 

As seen in phase one, G' values were highest with mixtures composed of a low 

protein-polysaccharide ratio of 15 whether at pH 6 or 8. A response surface contour plot 

illustrates quite clearly how at low protein-polysaccharide ratios, G' and tan 6 values are 

most favorable (Figures 28). The fact that higher polysaccharide concentrations (-1%) 
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Figure 28. The effect of protein-polysaccharide ratio on both (A) storage modulus G' 
(Pa) (contour fines) and ( B )  loss moddus tan 6 (contour lines) of mixed 
pea protein- K-carrageenan systems at a constant pH of 7.0. (Confinatioonl 
Oplimizatim Experimenl) 



are being used may indicate that carrageenan itself is beginning to gel and is thereby 

contributing to improved gelation. Nevertheless, when the factor of pH is introduced, it 

can be seen that rheological values become more superior as pH approaches alkalinity 

(Figure 29). A pH of 8 with a protein-polysaccharide ratio of 15 yielded an average tan 6 

value of 0.099, representative of a well formed gel. At pH 6 and the same protein to 

polysaccharide ratio, tan 8 values rose to 0.135, indicative of a network composed of 

more soluble andor aggregated material. It is known that in the case of soluble complex 

formation, a significant increase in gel elasticity can result (Cai 1996). In particular, Ipsen 

(1995) found that the highest gel strength and gel stiffness, of mixed pea protein and k- 

carrageenan gels, were found within the pH range of 6.4-6.8 as a result of electrostatic 

complexing. It was suggested that improved gelation is possible at pH 6 due to the low 

net charge on the protein which would still favor protein aggregation. In addition, the pH 

value is not so high that strong repulsive forces would be created between the highly 

negative protein and carrageenan molecules. However, others have demonstrated that 

complexing can result in a slight deterioration in gelling properties. Burova et al. (1992) 

found that the formation of soluble broad bean legumin-polysaccharide complexes was 

limited to very low protein concentrations. Furthemore, these systems resulted in 

colloidal rather than tme solutions and consequently were unstable. Therefore, it was 

concluded by Burova et al. (1992) that it was diff~cult to prepare gels of this nature 

because of the low solubility of protein-polysaccharide complexes. The instability of pea 

protein-carrageenan complexes can fûrt her be seen in DSC and solubil ity testing. 



Figure 29. The interaction effect of protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH o n  (A) the 
storage modulus G' (Pa) (contour lines) and (B) the loss modulus tan 6 
(contotcr lines) of mixed systems at a constant protein concentration of 

2 5 %. (Confirmalionu~ oplimizafion fiperiment) 



At pH 8, pea protein has a large net negative charge, greater than that at pH 6.  Due to 

carrageenan's negative charge it can be postulated that repulsion is occumng between the 

polymers. The enhanced rheological parameters seen at this pH may then be attributed to 

mutual exclusion. It is also apparent that between these two distinctive pHs (Le. pH 7), 

the desirability of the storage modulus diminishes. According to Samant et al. (1993), 

the phenornenon of soluble complex formation competes with that of biopolymer 

incompatibility in solution. As a consequence, a combination of thermodynamic 

characteristics of individual polymers and of mixtures can be observed. The poor 

network properties could be a consequence of mixtures undergoing limited forms of both 

exclusion and compiexing. 

2. DSC - Conformational Stability 

Because protein conformation and conformational stability can greatly influence 

gelling properties, pea protein-carrageenan mixtures were thermally scanned to detennine 

possible conformational alterations caused by the inclusion of carrageenan. Responses of 

denaturation temperature and enthalpy can be seen in Appendices 25, 28, and 3 1. Initial 

screening of possible variables contnbuting to themal parameters revealed that pH was a 

highly significant factor to both Td and AH (p < 0.000 1) (Appendix 34 and 35). In 

addition, protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio, and interactions between 

these two variables and pH were also discovered to have significant effects on Td (p < 

0.01). It is not surprising to observe the significant effect of protein concentration, since 

a wide range of protein concentrations have been chosen for this experiment. A system 

consisting of 20% protein will increase conformational stability, as compared to 10% 



protein system, due to its greater shielding effect against heat degradation. This main 

effect was eliminated in RSM studies as the range of protein concentration was reduced. 

At an acidic pH of 4, Td and AH values were drasticaily lower than at alkaline pH 

values (Table 8, 9), indicating earlier unfolding and less stability within the protein 

system. When comparing Td values to that of guar gum systems at pH 4, temperatures 

were generally 2' lower. Therefore, the reduction in Td cannot be merely a function of 

pH. The increased presence of poiysaccharide within the system (Le. lower protein- 

polysaccharide ratio) was observed to cause a decline in denaturation temperatures as 

seen in the interaction graph (Figure 30). This influence of polysaccharide level was not 

as great at alkaline pHs. Based on the rheological data in this study, it was s h o w  that 

mixed carrageenan systems, when in an acidic environment, resulted in the formation of 

insolubte complexes It would appear that the formation of insoluble complexes, due to 

the presence of carrageenan, may account for the lower Td values. Burova et al (1992) 

found that charged polysaccharides at a pH of 4.2 and at low ionic strengths decreased 

the thermal stability of I l s  globulin fiom broad bean. Under conditions of 

incompatibility on the other hand, no effect was seen. Ledward (1994) also discovered 

that denaturation temperatures of broad bean legumin complexed with that of dextran and 

carrageenan decreased Td by as much as 12- 16°C. 

When the pH and polymer levels were adjusted and protein-salt ratio excluded for 

optimization experiments, the oniy main effects that were highly significant were 

protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH (p < 0.0001) (Appendix 36 and 37). Note that 

responses fiom phase one and phase two optimization experiments were combined for 



TABLE 8. Effect of protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio 
and pH on thedenaturation temperature Td (OC) of mixed pea 
protein-carrageenan sy stems '. (Screening Eqperiment) 

- -- 

Protein Concentration ProteidPoly PH 
(%) Ratio 4 9 

" Values displayed in table are based on ranges of protein-NaCl ratios. Since protein-NaCl 
ratio showed no statistical signrf~cance to Td, values were consequently averaged 

TABLE 9. Effect of pH on the enthalpy of denaturation AE-I (J/g) of mixed pea 
protein-carrageenan systerns a.(Screerring Experirnent) 

a Values displayed in table are based on ranges of protein concentrations. protcin-polysaccharide 
ratios and protein-NaC1 ratios. Since thcsc factors showcd no statistical signifieance to AH, 
values wcre conscquently averaged 
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Factors: B: Protein-Polysac. Ratio D: pH 
" - " indicates ratio of 20 If _ le indicates pH 4 

" +" indicates ratio of 100 " + " indicates pH 9 

FIGURE 30.  Interaction effect o f  protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH o n  the 
denaturation temperature Td (OC) of pea protein-carrageenan systems. 
(Screening Experiment) 



statistical analysis. In general, Td and AH values declined as pH and protein- 

polysaccharide ratio were lowered (Figure 3 1 ). Futhermore, the interaction effect 

between polysaccharide level and pH continued to influene Td values (p < 0.005) 

(Appendix 36). Within the pH range used, contour graphs (Figure 3 la) showed that 

polysaccharide levels contributed significantly to Td, but only at lower pHs. In normal 

circurnstances, the maximum values for both Td and AH are expected to be around the 

protein's IEP, where the net surface charge is effectively neutralized. However with the 

inclusion of carrageenan, Td values were clearly shown to decrease as pH moved towards 

the IEP. It must be noted that Td values were not as tow as those seen in the screening 

study at pH 4 where insoluble complexes developed. The decrease in conformational 

stability, in this pH range, may be a consequence of soluble complex formation. A 

decrease in the temperature of protein denaturation may be due to the unfolding of the 

adsorbed protein molecules surrounded by free segments of the polysaccharide chain 

(Tolstoguzov 1986). An increase in the dimensions of the junction zones between the 

polypeptides and polysaccharide chains presumably leads to a shifi in the equilibrium, 

€rom native to denatured foms of the protein. Therefore a decrease in the 

conformational stability of the protein in complexes with anionic polysaccharides is a 

consequence of the preferential binding of the denatured form of the protein to the 

polysaccharide matrix (Burova 1992). The stability of the bound protein does not depend 

upon its binding density. Therefore, the preferential binding of the denatured form of the 

protein does not change with complexes of various compositions. Since pea protein and 

carrageenan are both negatively charged between 6 and 7, only weak non-cooperative 

complexing between the polymers will occur (Burova 1992). This compatibility between 



Figure 3 1 .  The effect of protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH on (A) therma: denaturation 
temperature Td (OC) (confmw lines) and (B) enthalpy of denaturation AH 
(J/g) (confotrr lines) of mi xed pea protei n-carrageenan s y stems at a constant 
protein concentration of 20%. (Corn bined Optirniraiion Ewperiments) 



polymers is presumed to be the result o f  localized electrostatic interactions. Therefore it 

is likely that both complexes and free protein are present within the composite system, 

resulting in a denaturation temperatures lower than that of free protein. It must be noted 

that al1 the thermograms observed had single heat absorption peaks. This is contrary to 

findings by Burova (1 992) that showed two peaks for thennograms representing mixtures 

of protein and sulphate-containing polysaccharides, one of which represented free 

protein. 

At a pH of 8, carrageenan played virtually no role in altering the conformation 

stability of pea protein. This finding is similar to what was seen in thennodynamically 

incompatible guar gurn systems. This supports the notion that incompatibility between 

pea protein and carrageenan was occurring at a pH of 8. 

3. Solubility 

Solubiiity responses are displayed in Appendices 25, 28, and 31. Based on the 

analysis of variance from the screening experiment, factors considered to be highly 

significant (p < 0.005) were protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio, pH and 

the interaction between pH and these polymers (Appendix 38). This initial experiment 

eliminated protein-NaCI ratio as a significant contributing factor to protein solubility. As 

seen in Table 10, the level of pH primarily deterrnined the solubility of the pea protein. 

In general, average solubility responses at a pH of 4 were extremely low, ranging 

between 0.94 to 3.49 g/100g of protein. This is due to  the lack of protein-solvent 

interactions when near the isoelectric point. At a pH o f  9, protein-solvent interactions are 



TABLE 10. Effect o f  protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH on the 
protein solubility (g/100g) of mixed pea protein-carrageenan systems '. 
(Screening Experiment) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Protein Concentration Protei n/Poly PH 
(%> Ratio 4 9 

" Values displayed in table are based on ranges of protein-NaCI ratios. Since protein-NaC1 ratio 
showved no statistical significance to protein solubili ty, values were consequenuy averaged 



favored increasing solubility and allowing for the mixed system to solubilize an 

increasing amount of protein, with increasing protein concentration (Figure 32). On the 

other hand, Figure 33 illustrates that polysaccharide levels made a substantial impact 

only at an acidic pH. At pH 4, solubility decreased as the presence of carrageenan 

increased, due to the formation of insoluble complexes. During electrostatic complexing 

the net charge of anionic polysaccharides decreases with each successively attached 

protein macromolecule. This slowly reduces the net charge, hydrophilicity, and 

subsequent solubility of the resultant complex (Ledward 1994). The lack of influence of 

polysaccharide kvels at pH 9 is similar to that of protein-guar gum systems. In the event 

that incompatibility between polymers is occumng, no efTect on solubility would be seen. 

This is due to the fact that no change in protein conformation occurs. Rather 

incompatibility merely intensifies the aggregation of already denatured molecules and 

hence promotes protein-protein interactions. 

By combining both preliminary and confirmational response surface methodology 

to analyze solubility responses, it was shown that protein concentration and pH were 

significant factors but protein-polysaccharide ratio no longer played a role in infiuencing 

solubility (Appendix 39). Solubility responses displayed in Figure 34 shows that a slight 

loss in solubility was experienced at pH 6. The lcss is not as dramatic as that seen at a 

pH of 4 in the screening experiment. This may differentiate between the different types 

of complexing occuring within the mixed systerns at these different pHs. It was the 

presence of polysaccharide that induced the loss in solubility at pH 4 as a result of 

insoluble cornplexing. Rheological and DSC studies have suggested, that with the 

inclusion of carrageenan at a pH of 6, the occurrence of soluble complex formation is 



Protein Solubility 
(sfl009) 

Factors: A: Protein Concentration 
II - II indicates ratio of 10 
" +" indicates ratio of 20 

D: pH 
" - " indicates pH 4 
" + " indicates pH 9 

FIGURE 32. Interaction effect of protein concentration and pH o n  the protein 
solubiIity (g400g) of mixed pea protein-carrageenan systems. 
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B- B+ 

Factors: 6: Protein-Polysac. Ratio O: pH 
" - " indicates ratio of 20 " - " indicates pH 4 
" +" indicates ratio of 100 " + " indicates pH 9 

F I G W  33. Interaction effect of protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH on the protein 
solubility (g/ 1 00g) of mixed pea protein-K-carrageenan systems. 
(Screening Experirnen f )  
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Concentration 

(%) 

Figure 34. Effect of protein concentration (Oh) and pH on the solubility (g/100g) 
(contow lines) of mixed pea protein-carrageenan systems at a constant 
protein-polysaccharide ratio of 45. (Combined Optirniration Experiments) 



most probable. The faa  that polysaccharide level is no longer significant to solubility 

responses, may demonstrate that while the presence of soluble complexes reduces 

conformational stability, it does not induce extensive conformational alteration which 

would cause a significant change in solubility, as in the case of insoluble complex 

formation. At pH 8, protein solubility remained high. For example, solubility analysis of 

the phase 2 experiment, detected 14.32 and 22.86 g/100g protein for mixed systems 

composed of 15% and 25% protein respectively. The maintenance of solubility suggests 

that no alteration in protein conformation took place. This in tum supports the idea that 

incompatibility between biopolymers is taking place at higher alkaline pHs. 

4. Numerical and Graphical Optimization 

To determine the parameters necessary for enhanced gelation of pea protein, with the 

inclusion of carrageenan, a simultaneous optimization of the significant factors and 

responses was performed. As seen previously, graphical and numerical optimizations 

were completed using the combination of both preliminary and confirmational response 

surface designs. As in the guar gum study, optimization was based on the constraints set 

for both factors (protein concentration, protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH) and 

responses (Gy and tan 6). Since G' and tan 6 are the central values to characterize 

networks, only these parameters were included in optimization procedures. Table 11 

outlines the parameters set for both factors (based on alpha value = 1.6) and responses. 

Based on numerical optimization, predicted solutions characterizing optimized 

networks is summarized in Table I l  in increasing desirability. Based on the low 



CONSTRAINTS 
Name Goal Lower Limit U a ~ e r  Limit 

Prot-Polysac. Ratio w/in range 10.00 95.45 
PH w/in range 5 -32 8-68 
G' Pa) maximize 10000 20000 
Tan 8 target 0 .O5 0.01 0.11 

SOLUTIONS (Ouput /rom Numericol Oplimitation) 
# Protein Conc Prot-Poly Ratio PH G' Tan 6 Desirability 

(%) (Pa) ('%O) 

1 28.4 1 10.00 8.68 14376 0.089 44.4 
2 28.22 10-00 8.68 14254 0.088 44.4 
3 28.41 10.52 8.68 14295 0.089 43.7 
4 27.02 10.00 8.68 1347 1 0.083 43 .O 
5 28.4 1 10.00 8.30 1273 1 0.098 29.5 
6 21.35 10.00 8.68 10906 0.076 23 -7 

Table 1 1. Predicted combinations o f  factors (protein concentration, protein- 
polysaccharide ratio, and pH) and responses (Gy and tan 6) characterizing 
optimized protein-carrageenan networks based on set constraints 
within numerical optimization. 



desirability levels, it is apparent that mixed protein-carrageenan systems do not form as 

strong a gel, within the set constraints, as compared to mixed protein-guar gum systems. 

However it must be noted that G' and tan 8 values are still within the wide parameters 

set. Storage modulus values between 10,000 and 14,000 and tan delta values between 

0.076 and 0.098 can still be characterized as favorable networks. As depicted by a11 the 

solutions provided, it would seem most effective to run polymer concentrations at 

approximately 28.41% and pH at 8.68 to maximize G' and minimize tan 6. This is 

somewhat opposite to guar gum systems which required low protein concentrations and a 

low pH. However what is similar is the low protein-polysaccharide ratio of 10.00 

required to form acceptable networks. 

Graphical optimization offers a more comprehensive representation of the factor and 

response ranges required for optimized gels since it is not limited to the level of 

desirability. Shaded areas within the design space indicate that networks with a G' 

greater than 10 000 Pa and a tan delta between 0.0 1 and 0.1 1 have been achieved. It was 

found that to generate a well-formed gel matrix from pea protein, with the inclusion of 

carrageenan, stricter and narrower parameters were required as compared to guar gum 

systems. In order for an improved gel matrix to be produced, pH values were required to 

be well above the pea protein's isoelectric point. This avoided the occurrence of 

insoluble complex formation, which resulted in undesirable networks. More specifically, 

Figure 35 showed that only pH values above approximately 7.70 were able to create 

desirable networks. This would suggest that the improvement of gel networks at lower 

alkaline pHs (Le. 6) as a result of soluble complexing was also inadequate. Despite the 



Figure 35.  Graphical optimization of pea protein-carrageenan systems as a function of 
(A) protein concentration (%) and pH (at a constant protein-polysaccharide- 
ratio of 10.0) and (B) protein-polysaccharide ratio and pH (at a constant 
protein concentration of 28.4 1%). 



high values of G' at both 6 and 8, as demonstrated by rheological data, tan delta values 

deterrnined that more alkaline pH values were required for enhanced gelation. The 

improved gelation at these higher alkaline pHs was attnbuted to thermodynamic 

incompatiblity. 

As p H  increased from 7.70, the range of polymer levels necessary to form a gel 

broadened, up to a maximum level as seen at pH 8.68. Overail, the relationship between 

protein concentration and polysaccharide level was similar to that seen with guar gum 

systems. As protein concentration within a system decreased, the greater was the 

polysaccharide level needed to form an optimized network. At the most favorable pH 

(Le. pH 8.68), protein concentration was required to be above 13 -90% (Figure 3 Sa). This 

points out the importance of protein levels being above a certain protein threshold within 

carrageenan systems. The minimal requirement of protein was not evident with the 

inclusion of guar gum. As pH became less desirable in carrageenan systems, the protein 

threshold was increased to 27.90%. The more fastidious nature of carrageenan systems 

was also evident by the requirement Ievel of polysaccharide. When maintaining protein 

concentration and pH at the most favorable levels, protein-polysaccharide ratios could not 

exceed 4 1.3 0, which corresponds to polysaccharide levels being above at least 0.69%. 

When pH was lowered to 7.70, protein-polysaccharide ratios were required to be at a 

minimum level of 10.00 (approximately 2.84% polysaccharide). 



V. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The investigation into pea protein-polysaccharide systems, has revealed that two 

biopolymen within the same system can promote one of  two phenornenon: 

therrnodynamic incompatibility o r  complex formation (i.e. incompatibility). The 

rnechanism by which gelation was encouraged and the way in which physiochemical 

factors influenced network formation was found to be very dependent on the 

thermodynamic nature of the composite mixtures. The alteration o f  physiochemical 

properties in a system induces a change in the polymer's potential within the solution. 

The pH level has been seen to be the most significant factor affecting the behavior of 

composite systems. 

A. Thermodynamically Incompatible Systems 

Incompatibility between macrornolecules occurs when the potential interactions 

between polymers are endothermic and thus are not favored (Ledward 1994). The 

effectiveness of a polysaccharide in contributing to incompatibility within a protein 

system can depend on the relative charges on the molecules, the flexibility of  the chains 

and its molecular size (Samant et al. 1993). Guar gum exhibited incompatibility with pea 

protein over the entire pH range tested. This was primarily attributed to the non-ionic 

nature of the polysaccharide. Carrageenan, representing an anionic polysaccharide also 

gave way to incompatible systems but only under the higher alkaline pHs surveyed. 

In order to observe improved gelation in these systems, it was necessary for polymers 

to repel each other to a suficient extent to induce a concentration effect. Since the 



volume of the solution, occupied by the polysaccharides, was not accessible for protein 

molecules the entropy of the system decreased (Ledward 1994). This in tum increased the 

chemical potential of pea protein. In terms of improved gelation, since the shear modulus 

of a gel is usually proponional to the square of its concentration (Tolstoguzov 1995), 

srnaIl additions of guar gum or carrageenan resulted in a several fold increase of the 

elastic modulus of the mixed systems. 

The maintenance of a single phase system was significant in producing an improved 

gelled network. It must be noted that phase separation was not seen throughout this 

investigation. This is unusual since phase separation in protein-polysaccharide systems 

occur generally when the total concentration of the macromolecular cornponents exceeds 

4% (Tolstoguzov 1992). However, it also must be considered that this concentration 

varies for every polymer systern and is influenced by vanous physiochemical factors. 

For example, according to Tolstogumv (19981, a sulphated polysaccharide system only 

separates at an ionic strength above 0.5 irrespective of the pH. Phase separation has been 

shown to induce detrimental effects on network formation. This may have been a factor 

when considering the poor gelation propenies of protein-guar gum systems with protein 

concentrations of 28.41%. Therefore in this study, it was assumed that single phase 

systems were maintained. As a result, thermodynamic incompatibility promoted 

conformational ordering within a single phase, which for geiling systems meant 

intensified aggregation of denatured molecules and increased rate of network formation 

(Samant et al 1993) . 

It was concluded that pH was crucial in establishing an environment conducive to 

enhanced gelation. For guar gum, greater incompatibility was observed at pHs nearer to 



the IEP, where the influence of charge on the protein was closer to being neutralized. For 

carrageenan, the incompatibility with pea protein increased as the pH was shifted away 

from the protein IEP. This allowed a large negative charge to develop on the pea protein 

inducing greater repulsive forces between the protein and the anionic polysaccharide. In 

both cases, solubility and thermal analysis detennined that both polysaccharides had 

minimal effects on the conformation of pea protein suggesting the lack of interaction 

between polymers as would be seen in an incompatible environment 

Polymer concentration also significantly contributed to improved network formation. 

In general, increased polymer concentration resulted in increased incompatibility as was 

seen by Tolstoguzov (1998). Improved networks were always observed with increased 

polysaccharide levels (i.e. low protein-polysaccharide ratios). In order to promote the 

formation of an improved network, protein levels above the critical point of gelation 

(> 10%) were seen to be necessary. It was evident that polymer concentrations were more 

crucial to carrageenan than to guar gum systems. This was anributed to the fact that guar 

gum may be more efficient in excluding pea protein than carrageenan. According to 

Tolstoguzov (1 9 9 9 ,  incompatibility decreases in the order of carboxyl-containing 

polysaccharides > neutral polysaccharides > sulphate polysaccharides. 

Conditions which promoted incompatibility between polysaccharides and pea protein 

resulted in the greatest irnprovement in gelation in this study. As eluded to previously, 

the inclusion of guar gum produced slightly stronger gels than that of carrageenan. For 

guar gum systems, numerical optimization predicted that the best gels (i.e. G' = 16 399 

Pa and tan 6=0.050) would be generated at a pH of 5.32 with both a low protein 

concentration of 11.64% and a low protein-polysaccharide ratio of 10.60. Graphical 



optimization however demonstrated that optimized gels were not solely restricted to the 

above combination. Acceptable gels couId be made within the pH range of 5.32 and 

6.07. However the particular pH of the environment, strongly dictated the range of 

polymer levels perrnitted for use. Protein concentrations varying anywhere between 

1 1.59% and 28.4 1% and protein-polysaccharide ratios between 10.00 and 95 -45 could be 

used to generate a desirable gel network. It must be noted that polymer levels were 

influenced by how much of the other polymer was present within the system. The 

inclusion of carrageenan was shown to best improve pea protein gelation at a pH level of  

8.68, a high protein concentration of 28.41% and a low protein-polysaccharide ratio of 

10.00. This combination of parameters contributed to the formation of a gel with a G' of 

14 376 Pa and a tan 6 of 0.089). Graphical optimization illustrated that acceptable gels 

could be generated within a pH range of 7.70 and 8.68. Unlike guar gum systems 

however, even at the most desirable pH, potymer levels were required to be above a 

critical level. Enhanced gels could only be generated above a protein concentration of 

13.90% and a protein-polysaccharide level below 41 -30. This demonstrated the lack of  

flexibility in terms of physiochemical parameters in comparison to guar gum. 

B. Thermodynarnically Compatible Systems 

Thermodynamically compatible systems were only seen in the presence of K- 

carrageenan. According to Tolstoguzov (1 999,  proteins and polysaccharides interact 

quite generally and non-specifically provided that they are close enough and can create 

junctions which are due solely to non-covalent bonding. Ionic bonding is one form of 

such interactions, although it is restricted to charged polysaccharides (Ledward 1994). 



Again, pH was critical in detennining the nature of the compatible system. In this study, 

pea protein and carrageenan were found to be compatible both above and below the 

protein's isoelectric point. While complexing, in both cases, was attributed to 

electrostatic interactions between oppositel y charged polymers, there was a di fference in 

binding at the different pHs. Basically, maximum yield of insoluble complexes 

corresponded to conditions of their complete mutual neutralization. Whereas soluble 

complexes are usually non-stoichiometric and charged. When negatively charged 

carrageenan molecules were added to the pea protein solution at an acidic pH, an 

interaction occurred, causing precipitation of reactants. A dramat ic loss in solubility was 

observed with mixed protein-carrageenan systems as a result of insolubIe complex 

formation. This loss in solubility was not as extreme in guar gum systems since it was 

presumed that incompatibility between polymers was occumng. Conformational stability 

was also lowered in these carrageenan systems as evidenced by lower Td values. 

Insoluble complex formation resulted in carrageenan systems having Td values at least 2" 

lower than guar gum systems in the same environment. Consequently it was observed 

that the presence of these insoluble complexes had a negative impact on both elasticity 

and network strength. The formation of large complexes are presumed to prevent 

unfolding of protein chains thus precluding the formation of a gel structure (Cai 1996). 

Therefore it can be concluded that in the case where a welI developed network is desired, 

physiochemical conditions which promote the formation of insoluble complexes should 

be avoided. While these complexes do not exhibit good rheological properties, their 

utilization has been promoted in other applications. A number of workers have shown 

that it is possible to recover proteins from wastestreams and from dilute protein solutions, 



by reaction with acidic polysaccharides (Tolstoguzov 1995). A method of preparing 

rapeseed protein isolates using acidic polymers to precipitate the proteins, &er an initial 

alkali extraction, has also been demonstrated (Ledward 1994). A number of possible 

precipitants, including carrageenan, have been shown to recover protein yields of about 

90%. 

The method in which carrageenan is complexed to pea protein, at pHs above the IEP 

(Le. pH 6), is different fiom what was seen befow the isoelectric point. It is presumed 

that binding in this case was encouraged subsequent to protein unfolding and heat 

denaturation. While the binding mechanism is still ionic in nature, it is now due to only 

IocaIized etectrostatic interactions. Unlike the situation with insoluble complex 

formation, binding via micro-regions resulted in a complex unit which would not prevent 

the unfolding and entanglement of biopolymers (Cai 1996). Tolstoguzov (1 992) 

determined that segments of polymer chains that are not incorporated into the junction 

zones play a key role in dictating the solubility, aggregation and gelation of the complex. 

Their interaction can lead to aggregation of complex particles and formation of a 

cornplex gel. The formation of soluble complexes in this study resulted in significant 

increases in gel elasticity (G'), comparable to that of incompatible systems but resulted in 

only moderately favorable loss tangent values. CorrespondingIy, solubility and thermal 

stability of pea protein was slightly diminished as compared to incompatible systems but 

greatly improved as compared to situations below the IEP. 



VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Conclusion 

The present study has shown that the inclusion of polysaccharides in pea protein 

systems has resulted in improved gel network formation. Enhanced gelation was not 

evidenced by the interaction of  these polysaccharides with pea protein but rather by their 

incompatibility within solution. These composite gels gave much stronger gelation 

properties than would be anticipated fiom the properties o f  the individual components at  

their overall nominal concentrations. A pea protein-guar gum combination generated 

strengthened gels at a pH of  5.32, a low protein concentration of 1 1.64% and a minimal 

protein-polysaccharide ratio o f  10.60. These gels were defined by a storage modulus of 

16 399 Pa and a loss modulus of 0.050. The addition of K-carrageenan to pea protein 

systems contributed to the formation o f  enhanced networks at a pH of  8.68, a maximum 

protein concentration of  28.41% and a low protein-polysaccharide ratio of 10.00. 

Bipolymer gels o f  these systems were typified by a storage modulus o f  14 376 Pa and a 

loss modulus of 0.089. 

As seen in this study it can be concluded that physiochemical parameters, depict 

what type of  thermodynamic system will be  generated between macromolecules. The 

nature of the polysaccharide determined t o  some extent its compatibility with pea protein. 

In particular, the non-ionic character of guar gum allowed it to be incompatible with pea 

protein at al1 pH Ievels studied. It was seen in this study that guar gum promoted the 

incompatibility between polymers to a greater extent than carrageenan and as such 

resulted in stronger and better gel networks. The level of  pH was observed to be  the  most 



significant factor influencing the compatibility or incompatibility of polymers. This was 

especially pertinent in ternis of carrageenan systems. At pHs above 7.70, carrageenan 

was incompatible with pea protein, due to the large repulsion between the negatively 

charged polymers . As pH moved towards the protein's isoelectnc point, interactions 

between the protein and polysaccharide occurred, encouraging cornplex formation. 

Rheological assessrnent alone could not determine the occurrence of incompatibility or 

compatibility. Due to a lack of interaction, incompatible systems demonstrated no effect 

on protein conformation and therefore no change in solubility or thermal stability. 

Compatible carrageenan-pea protein systems showed a decrease in solubility, Td and AH 

values. The extent to which compatibility altered conformational stability depended on 

the specific mechanism of interaction. 

The nature of compatibility, between pea protein and carrageenan, both above and 

below the protein's isoelectnc point differed. The opposite charges on protein and 

carrageenan below the IEP resulted in the association and precipiation of a large colonies 

in the form of insoluble complexes. At pHs above the IEP (Le. pH 6), proteins 

maintaining micro-regions of net positive charge, promoted interaction with anionic 

carrageenan polyers resulting in the formation of soluble complexes. In compatible 

systems, network formation was somewhat encouraged at pH values above the IEP but 

suppressed at pH values below the IEP. Any improvement in the storage modulus of 

compatible protein-carrageenan systems (Le. at pH 6) was offset by undesirable tan delta 

values and as a result such networks were incomparable with those generated fiom an 

incompatible environment. 



B. Recommcndations for Further Research 

1. Closer study is warranted on the significance of added guar gum to pea protein 

systems composed of protein concentrations below its critical gelation point. Of 

particular interest is the possibility of fonning gels €rom mixed polymer solutions 

under conditions where the two individual polymers will not gel on their own. 

2. Observation and analysis of phase separation, will allow for greater understanding 

and evidence of incompatible systems. This may require the examination of 

higher protein (Le. above 25%) and polysaccharide levels. 

3. In this study, gels were generated by heating solutions from 25-95°C followed by 

cooling. By expanding the heating range to over 100°C, stronger networks may be 

formed due to more complete unfolding of the protein. 

4. Given the observations seen in this investigation, the main cause of improved 

gelation resulting from blending biopolymers seemed to be biopolymer 

incompatibility. Compatible carrageenan systems at a pH of 6 showed increased 

storage modulus values but undesirable tan delta values. Further study can be 

done on whether enhancements of gel properties in mixed polymer systems can 

occur by direct association of the two materials to form a coupled network. Work 

with divalent salts may offer some improvement with lowering tan 6 values 

5. The impact of polysaccharides on the rate of protein gelation, the change in the 

critical point of gelation and alteration during the heating and cooling cycles 



should be fùrther investigated. In t his case, closer examination of mechanical 

spectra of these mixed gels is needed. 

6. Findings in the present research was restncted to the statistical design used. 

Testing of additional design points, not included in the experimental design, may 

reveal additional insight into mechanisms of irnproved gelation. Different 

conditions may reveal the ability of locust bean y m  to  enhance protein gelation. 
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VIII. APPENDICES 
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G' - Storage Modulus 

Frequency (Hz) 

Appendix A: Typical mechanical spectra of rnixed protein-polysaccharide gelled 
systems. (Protein Concentration = 1 5%, Polysaccharide Ratio=l %) 



APPENDIX 1. Storage modulus G' (Pa), loss modulus tan 6, thermal denaturation temperature Td (OC), denaturation 
enthalpy AH (Jlg) and solubility (gl100g) responses for mixed pea protein-locust bean gum systems.' 

lndependent Variables 
- -  - 

Dependent Variables 

Protein ProteinlPolysac. ProteinNaCl pH G' Tan 6 AH Td Solubility 
Concentration Ratio Ratio (Pa) Jlg ( O c )  glloog 

(%) (% Polysac.) (% NaCI) 

15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 99.40 0.354 3.30 97.98 11.83 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 71.60 0,383 5.71 96.95 12,15 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 110.0 0.284 3.75 98.54 11.93 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 10.30 0.464 2.04 98.27 11.40 
10 20 (0.50%) 1 O (1.00%) 4.0 69.70 0,346 3.75 69.01 4.92 
20 20 (1.00%) 1 O (2.00%) 4.0 73.90 0.173 1.96 88.37 7.33 
10 lOO(O.lO%) lO(l.OO%) 4.0 124.0 0.025 9.41 66,59 4,82 
20 1 O0 (0.20%) 10 (2.00%) 4.0 203.0 0.172 3.91 80.51 6.98 
10 20 (O. 50%) 30 (0.33%) 4.0 55.60 0.168 5.92 80.30 3.12 
20 20 (1 .OO%) 30 (0.67%) 4.0 151 .O 0,153 6.35 87.64 5,76 
10 1 O0 (O. 1 0%) 30 (0.33%) 4.0 7.140 0.546 3,75 62.09 3.97 
20 1 O0 (0.20%) 30 (0.67%) 4.0 130.0 0.003 0.631 63.28 6.35 
10 20 (0.50%) 10 (1 DO%) 9.0 8,650 0.639 266 95.47 8,88 
20 20 (1 .a%) 10 (2.00%) 9. O 195.0 0,465 4,13 101,3 19.17 
10 1 O0 (O. 10%) 1 O (1 .OO%) 9. O 0.000 0.000 6,20 94.13 9.90 * 

20 1 O0 (0.20%) 1 0 (2.00%) 9. O 118.0 0.109 5.15 103.6 20.24 
10 20 (0.50%) 30 (0.33%) 9.0 16.00 0.484 7.84 90.52 8.06 
20 20 (1 .O%) 30 (0.67%) 9. O 256.0 0.263 3,60 96.82 15.43 
10 1 O0 (O. 1 0%) 30 (0.33%) 9.0 1.410 0.979 3.41 90.54 8.39 
20 1 O0 (0.20%) 30 (0.67%) 9.0 20.10 0.334 3,12 98.12 16.97 

a Phase zero - Screening Experiment 
ii 



APPENDIX 2: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of storage modulus G' of mixed 
pea protein-Iocust bean gum systems. (Note: Design Expert V5.31 only 
dispraVs probability values of significant factors (p c 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: G' 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Pa Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B ProtlPol y Pa Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C ProtlNacl Pa Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH Pa Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 467 1 O. 02 1 46710.02 13.34 0.0020 
Curvature 873.1 8 1 873.1 8 0.25 O. 6240 
ResiduaI 59541 -64 17 3502.45 

Lack of Fit 53542.55 14 3824.47 1.91 0.3264 
Pure Error 5999.09 3 1999.70 

Cor Total 1.071 E+05 19 

Root MSE 59.1 8 R-Squared 0.4396 
Dep Mean 86.04 Adj R-Squared 0.4067 
C.V. 68.78 Pred R-Squared 0.2476 
PRESS 80598.18 Adeq Precision 4.71 50 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate OF Enor Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

-- - 

lntercept 89.34 1 14.80 
A-Prot Conc 54.03 1 14.80 3.65 0.0020 1-00 
Center Point -1 6.52 1 33.08 -0.50 0.6240 1-00 



APPENDIX 3: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of loss modulus tan 6 mixed pea 
protein-iocust bean gum systems. (Note: Design ExwR V5.31 only 
displays pmbabilify values of significant factors (p < 0.05) ) 

De~endent Variable: tan 6 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B ProüPoly Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C ProtINacl Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 0.28 1 0.28 5.90 0.0265 
Curvature 0.01 5 1 0.01 5 0.31 0.5852 
Residual 0.80 17 0.047 

Lack of Fit 0.79 14 0.056 10.1 1 0.0407 
Pure Error 0.01 7 3 5.50E-03 

Cor Total 1.10 19 

Root MSE 0.22 R-Squared 0.2578 
Dep Mean O. 32 Adj R-Squared 0.21 41 
C.V. 68.78 Pred R-Squared 0,0363 
PRESS 1.06 Adeq Precision 3.137 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Ertor Coeff=O Prob>Itl VIF 

l ntercept 0.30 1 0.054 
BC 0.13 1 0.054 2.43 0.0265 1.00 
Center Point 0.068 A 0.1 2 0.56 0.5852 1-00 



APPENDIX 4: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of temperature of denaturation 
Td of mixed pea protein-locust bean gum systems. (Note: Design 
Expert VS. 31 only displays probability values of significant factors (p < O. 05) ) 

Dependent Variable: Td 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc OC Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B Prot/Pol y OC Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C Prot/Nacl OC Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH OC Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares GF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 
Cuwature 
Residual 

Lack of Fit 
Pure Error 

Cor Total 

Root MSE 
Dep Mean 
C.V. 
PRESS 

R-Squared 
Adj R-Squared 
Pred R-Squared 
Adeq Precision 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error CoefF=O Prob > It( VIF 

- - -  ~~~~~ 

l ntercept 85.52 1 1.59 
A-Prot Conc 4.44 1 1.59 2.79 0.0131 1.00 
D-pH 10.80 1 1.59 6.79 <0.0001 1.00 
Center Point 12.42 1 3.56 3.49 0.6240 1.00 



APPENDIX 5: Screening Experirnent - ANOVA of protein solubility of mixed pea 
pr~tein-iocust bean gum systems. (Note: Design Expert V5.31 only 
displays probabiiity values of significant factors (p < 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: protein solubility 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc g/lOO g Nurneric 10.00 20.00 
B Prot/Poly g/lOO g Nurneric 20.00 100.00 
C Protf Nacl g/100 g Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH gf100 g Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 445.67 4 111.42 21 5.01 <0.0001 
Curvature 18.96 1 18.96 36.60 <O. 003 1 
Residua 1 7.25 14 0.52 

Lack of Fit 6.96 11 0.63 6.38 O. 0768 
Pure Error 0.30 3 0.099 

Cor Total 471 -88 19 

Root MSE O. 72 R-Squared O. 9840 
Dep Mean 9.88 Adj R-Squared 0.9794 
C.V. 7.29 Pred R-Squared 0.9677 
PRESS 15.25 Adeq Precision 39.359 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 9.39 1 0.18 
A-Prot Conc 2.89 1 0.1 8 16.03 <0.0001 1-00 
C-Prot/Nacl -0.89 1 0.1 8 -4.93 0.0002 1.00 
D-pH 3.99 1 0.18 22.15 <0.0001 1.00 
AD 1.69 1 0.18 6.79 <0.0001 1-00 
Center Point 2.43 1 0.40 3.49 <0.0001 1.00 



APPENDIX 6. Storage modulus G' (Pa), loss modulus tan 6, thermal denaturation temperature Td (OC), denaturation 
enthalpy AH (J lg)  and solubility (g l l  OOg) responses for mixed pea protein-guar gum systemsa 

lndependent Variables Dependent Variables 

Protein ProteinlPolysac. ProteinlNaCl pH G' Tan 6 AH Td Solubility 
Concentration Ratio Ratio (Pa) Jlg (Oc) glloog 

(%) (% Polysac.) (Oh NaCI) 

15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 3399 0.114 8.24 87.07 12.45 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 3415 0,117 8.61 87.06 12.60 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (O. 75%) 6.5 3416 0.116 7.56 87.08 13.09 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 3420 0.1 18 8.79 87.02 12.17 
10 20 (0.50%) 1 O (1 .OO%) 4.0 203 0.181 4.40 83.07 5.43 
20 20 (1.001) 10 (2.00%) 4.0 989 0.141 7.51 84.59 8.32 
10 100(0.10%) 10(1.00%) 4.0 129 0.373 5.05 82.16 5,33 
20 1 O0 (0.20%) 10 (2.00%) 4.0 656 0.162 7.92 84.08 8.06 
30 20 (0.50%) 30 (0.33%) 4.0 191 0.21 1 4.05 82.92 3.94 
20 20 ( 1  .OO%) 30 (0.67%) 4.0 743 0.150 8.10 83.87 6.98 
10 1 O0 (O. 1 0%) 30 (O. 33%) 4.0 66 0.555 7.93 84.76 3.50 

20 100 (0.20%) 30 (0.67%) 9.0 708 0.156 10.12 89.44 17.98 
a Phase zero - Screening Experiment 



APPENDIX 7: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of storage modulus G' of mixed 
pea protein-guar gum systems. (Note: ôesign E X ~ M  V5.31 only displays 

probability values of significant factors (p < 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: G' 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Pa Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B Prot/Poly Pa Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C Prou Nacl Pa Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH Pa Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Surn of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 8420.90 7 1202.99 304.52 <0.0001 
Curvature 3289.74 1 3289.74 832.76 <0.0001 
Residual 43.45 11 3.95 

Lack of Fit 43.44 8 5.43 864.15 <O.OOOl 
Pure Error 0.01 9 3 6.283E-03 

Cor Total 1 1754.09 19 

Root MSE 1.99 R-Squared 0.9949 
Dep Mean 32.77 Adj R-Squared 0.9916 
C.V. 6.07 Pred R-Squared 0.9852 
PRESS 173.78 Adeq Precision 59.982 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate OF Error Coeff=O Prob > (11 VIF 

lntercept 26.35 1 0.50 
A-Prot Conc 14.72 1 O. 50 29.63 <0.0001 1-00 
B-ProtiPoly -1 0.17 1 O. 50 20.47 ~0.0001 1-00 
D-pH 6.82 1 0.50 13.73 <0.0001 1 -00 
AB -4.76 1 0.50 -9.58 <0.0001 1.00 
AD 7.08 1 0.50 14.24 <0.0001 1.00 
BD -8.01 1 0.50 -16.13 <0.0001 1.00 
ABD 4.75 1 0.50 -9.56 <0.0001 1.00 
Center Point 32.06 1 1.11 8.86 ~0.0001 1.00 



APPENDIX 8: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of loss modulus tan 6 of mixed 
pea protein-guar gum systems. (Note: Design Expet? V5.31 only displays 

pbability values of significanf factors (p c 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: tan 5 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B Proü Pol y Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C ProtINacl Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 0.71 3 0.24 6.46 0.0051 
Curvature 0.074 1 0.074 2.04 0.1 741 
Residual O. 55 75 0.037 

Lack of Fit 0.55 42 0.046 15667.31 <0.0001 
Pure Error 8.750E-06 3 2.917E-06 

Cor Total 1.33 19 

Root MSE 0.19 R-Squared 0.5637 
Dep Mean 0.24 Adj R-Squared 0.4764 
C.V. 80.25 Pred R-Squared 0.2677 
PRESS 0.97 Adeq Precision 5.4000 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error CoefF=O Prob > Itl VIF 

Intercept O. 27 1 0.048 
A-Prot Conc -0.13 1 0.048 -2.65 0.01 81 1 .O0 
6-ProüPol y 0.13 1 0.048 2.65 0.01 83 1 .O0 
AB -0.1 1 1 0.048 -2.31 0,0354 1.00 
Center Point -0.15 1 0.1 10 -1 -43 0.17 41 1 .O0 



Run Number 

1-83 - 

Outlier T 0.00 

Appendix 9: Outlier plot of storage modulus G' (Pa) values of mixed pea 
protein-guar gum systems ("Run Number" conesponds to I of the 20 
design sequences listed in Screening Experiment, Appendix 6) 
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APPENDIX 10. Storage modulus G' (Pa), loss rnodulus tan 6, thermal denaturation temperature Td (OC), denaturation 
enthalpy AH (J lg)  and solubility ( g l l  Oûg) responses for mixed pea protein-guar gum ~ystems.~ 

---- 

lndependent Variables Dependent Variables 

Protein ProteintPol ysac. G' Tan 6 AH Td Solubility 
Concentration Ratio PH (Pa) Jfg ( O c )  glloog 

(%) (% Polysac.) 

' Phase one - ~rel irninàr~ ~~t i rnizat ion Experirnent -. 
O 



APPENDIX 11 : Preliminary Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of storage 
modulus G' (Pa) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systerns. 

Dependent Variable: G' 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Pa Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B Prot/Poiy Pa Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Pa Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Mode1 (quad.) 1.897E+08 9 2.108E+07 12.22 O. O003 
Residual 1.726E+07 10 1.726E+06 

Lackof Fit 1726E+07 5 3.451 E+08 51 1 55.59 <0.0001 
Pure Error 337.33 5 67.47 

Cor Total 2.070E+08 19 

Root MSE 131 3.65 R-Squared 0.91 66 
Dep Mean 3352.50 Adj R-Squared 0.841 6 
C.V. 39.1 8 Pred R-Squared 0.361 7 
PRESS 1.321 E+08 Adeq Precision 1 1 -833 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

intercept 
A-Prot Conc 
B-ProtIPoly 
C-pH 

B~ 



APPENDIX 12: Preliminary Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of loss modulus 
tan S of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. 

Dependent Variable: tan 6 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level + l  level 
A Prot Conc Numeric 15-00 25.00 
B Prot/Poly Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (quad.) 5.067E-03 9 5.630E-04 6.05 0.0003 
Residual 9.31 OE-04 10 9.310E-05 

Lack of Fit 9.257E-04 5 1.851E-04 173.57 <0.0001 
Pure Error 5.333E-06 5 1.û67E-06 

Cor Total 5.998E-03 19 

Root MSE 9.649E-03 R-Squared 0.8448 
Dep Mean 0.13 Adj R-Squared 0.7051 
C.V. 7.36 Pred R-Squared -0.1 853 
PRESS 7.1 09E-03 Adeq Precision 8.1 71 0 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 0.15 
A-Prot Conc 6.423E-04 
B-ProtfPoly 3.698E43 
C-pH 0.01 0 

6.634E-03 
82 -5.927E-03 
c2 -0.01 4 
AB -2.750E-03 
AC -2.250E-03 
BC -7.500E-04 



Outlier T 

Run Number 

Appendix 13: Outlier plot of storage modulus G' (Pa) values of mixed pea 
protein-g~ar gum sy~tems (nRun NumbeP comsponds to 1 of the 20 

design sequenees listed in Preliminary Optimization Expriment, Appendix 5) 



Run Number 

Appendix 14: Outlier plot of loss modulus tan 6 values of mixed pea protein-guar 
gum systems ("Run Number" corresponds to 1 of the 20 design sequences 
listed in Reliminary Optimizafion Experîment, Appendix 10) 



APPENDlX 15. Storage modulus G' (Pa), loss modulus tan 6, thermal denaturation temperature Td ( O C ) ,  denaturation 
enthalpy AH (Jlg) and solubility (gll00g) responses for mixed pea protein-guar gum systems.' 

lndependent Variables Dependent Variables 

Protein ProteinIPol ysac. G' Tan 6 AH Td Solubility 
Concentration Ratio PH (Pa) Jlg ( O c )  glloog 

(%) (% Polysac.) 

20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 7.00 1560 0.156 14.94 86.14 14.29 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 7.00 1580 0.149 15.13 86.28 14.87 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 7.00 1540 0.152 15.02 86.19 16.02 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 7.00 1540 0,153 14.98 86.34 15.64 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 7,OO 1580 0,151 15.10 86.22 14.88 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 7.00 1530 0.149 14.96 86.19 15.06 
15.00 45.00 (O. 33%) 7.00 3420 0.131 19.33 8567 14,28 
25.00 45.00 (0.55%) 7.00 3430 0.130 17.51 87.92 18.34 
20.00 15.00 (1.33%) 7.00 4100 0.131 14.69 86.18 14.66 
20.00 75.00 (0.27%) 7.00 1950 0.123 16.34 86,62 14.59 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 6.00 8960 0.1 30 7.85 85.67 14.92 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 8.00 2060 0.128 16.51 86.43 19.58 
15.00 15.00 (1.00%) 6,OO 9950 0,109 15.21 85.35 10.83 
25.00 15.00 (1.67%) 6.00 10520 0.098 18.39 87.37 18.16 
15.00 75.00 (0.20%) 6,OO 5100 0.1 15 16.09 85.05 11.25 
25.00 75.00 (O. 33%) 6.00 8350 0.108 14.63 86.99 17,54 
15.00 15.00 (1.00%) 8.00 1740 0.123 13.93 88.52 14.00 
25.00 15.00 (1.67%) 8.00 2340 0.132 12.97 90.29 22.18 
15.00 75.00 (0.20%) 8.00 920 0.138 16.24 88.77 14.25 
25.00 -- 75.00 (0.33%) 8.00 2350 0.1 15 14.01 92,42 22.45 
a Phase two - Confirmational Optirniration Experiment 



APPENDIX 16: Confirmational Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of storage 
modulus G' (Pa) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. 

Dependent Variable: G' 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +i levei 
A Prot Conc Pa N umeric 15.00 25.00 
B ProWoly Pa Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Pa Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Sauares DF Sauare F Value Prob > F 

Model (quad.) 1.785€+08 9 1.983€+07 27.31 <O.OOO.l 
Residual 7.261 E+06 10 7.261€+05 

Lack of Fit 7.259E+06 5 1.452E+06 3088.79 <0,0001 
Pure Error 2350.00 5 470.00 

Cor Total 1.857€+08 19 

Root MSE 852.12 R-Squared 0.9609 
Dep Mean 3726.0G Adj R-Squared 0.9257 
C.V. 22.87 Pred R-Squared 0.7755 
PRESS 4.1 70E+07 Adeq Precision 16.367 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > (tl VIF 

lntercept 
A-Prot Conc 
B-ProüPoly 
C-pH 

B~ 
c2 
AB 
AC 
BC 



APPENDIX 17: Confinnational Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of loss 
modulus tan 6 of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. 

Dependent Variable: tan 6 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level + l  level 
A Prot Conc Numeric 15-00 25.00 
B ProtlPol y Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (quad.) 4.346E-03 9 4.829E-04 2.65 0.0722 
Residual 1 -81 9E-03 10 1.819E-04 

Lack of Fit 1.784E-03 5 3.568E-04 50.48 0.0003 
Pure Error 3.433E-05 5 7.067E-06 

Cor Total 6.165E-03 19 

Root MSE 0.01 3 R-Squared 0.7049 
Dep Mean 0.1 3 Adj R-Squared 0.4394 
C.V. 0.45 Pred R-Squared -0.921 0 
PRESS 0.01 2 Adeq Precision 4.5770 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error CoefF=O Prob > ltl VIF 

1 ntercept O. 14 
A-Prot Conc -1 -300E-03 
B-ProtIPoly 6.000E-04 
C-pH 9.600E-03 

0.01 1 
B* -5.000E-03 
c2 -0.01 3 
AB -3.50OE-03 
AC -5.000E-04 
BC -2.250E-04 



APPENDIX 18: Screening Experirnent - ANOVA of thermal denaturation 
temperature Td (OC) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. 
(Note: Design Expert V5.31 only displays probability values of significant 
factors (p < O. 05) ) 

Dependent Variable: Td 

Factor Name Units 
A Prot Conc O C  
B Prot(Poly OC 
C Prot/Nacl OC 

D PH "C 

Sum of 
Source Sauares DF 

Model 126.64 2 
Curvature 3.13 f 
Residual 39.79 16 

Lack of Fit 39.78 13 
Pure Error 2.075E-03 3 

Cor Total 169.56 19 

Root MSE 1.58 
Dep Mean 86.27 
C.V. 1.83 
PRESS 60.27 

Type -1 Level +1 level 
Numeric 10.00 20.00 
Numeric 20.00 100.00 
Numeric 10.00 30.00 
Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Mean 
Square F Value Prob > F 

R-Squared 0.7609 
Adj R-Squared 0.731 1 
Pred R-Squared 0.6446 
Adeq Precision 10.734 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 86.07 1 0.39 
A-Prot Conc 1.28 1 0.39 3.25 0.0051 1 .O0 
D-pH 2.51 1 O. 39 6.36 <O.OOOl 1 .O0 
Center Point 0.99 1 0.88 1.12 0.2783 1 .O0 



APPENDIX 19: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of enthalpy of denaturation AH 
(Jlg) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. (Note: Design Expeit 
V5.3 1 only displays probability values of significanf factom (p < 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: AH 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc J f g Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B Prot/Pol y J/g Nurneric 20.00 1 00.00 
C Prot/Nacl J f g Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH J/s Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 57 -25 1 57.25 8.39 0.01 00 
Curvature 2.430E-03 1 2,430E-03 3.561E-04 0.9852 
Residual 1 16.01 17 6.82 

Lack of Fit 115.12 14 8.22 27.84 0.0095 
Pure Error 0.89 3 0.30 

Cor Total 173.26 19 

Root MSE 2.61 
Dep Mean 8.32 
C.V. 31 -38 
PRESS 151 -94 

R-Squared 0.3304 
Adj R-Squared 0.291 O 
Pred R-Squared 0.f 231 
Adeq Precision 3.7390 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 8.33 1 0.65 
D-pH 1.89 1 0.65 2.90 0.0100 1.00 
Center Point -0.028 1 0.65 -0.01 9 0.9852 1.00 



APPENDIX 20: Combined Optimization Experirnent - ANOVA of thermal 
denaturation temperature Td (OC) of mixed pea protein-guar gum 
systems. 

Dependent Variable: Td 

factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc O C  Numeric 15.00 25.00 
8 Prot/Poly OC Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH O C  Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (linear) 17.75 3 5.92 1 -92 O. 1441 
Residual 111.05 36 3.08 

Lack of Fit 52.01 17 3.06 0.98 0.5094 
Pure Error 59.04 19 3.1 1 

Cor Total 128.80 39 

Root MSE 1.76 R-Squared 0.1 378 
Dep Mean 86.54. Adj R-Squared 0.0660 
C.V. 2.03 Pred R-Squared -0.1 553 
PRESS 148.80 Adeq Precision 5.0630 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Fiob > 111 VIF 

lntercept 86.54 1 0.28 
A-Prot Conc 0.84 1 0.36 2.32 0.0264 1-00 
B-ProtIPoly 0.045 1 O. 36 0.1 3 0.9012 1-00 
C-pH 6.22 1 0.36 0.61 0.5428 1.00 



APPENDIX 21 : Combined Optirniration Experiment - ANOVA of denaturation 
enthalpy AH (Jlg)  of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. 

Dependent Variable: AH 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc J/g Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B Prot/Poly Jg Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH J/g Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (linear) 2.44 3 O. 81 0.22 0.8803 
Residual 131 -76 36 3.66 

LackofFit 110.05 17 6.47 5.67 O. O002 
Pure Error 21.71 19 1.14 

Cor Total 134.20 39 

Root MSE 1.91 
Dep Mean 1 5.50. 
C.V. 12.34 
PRESS 164.04 

R-Squared 0.0182 
Adj R-Squared -0.0636 
Pred R-Squared -0.2224 
Adeq Precision 1.7880 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 15.50 1 0.30 
A-Prot Conc -0.13 1 0.39 -0.33 0.7448 1 .O0 
B-ProtlPoly 0.18 1 0.39 0.45 0.6567 1 .O0 
C-PH 0.24 1 O. 39 0.60 0.5531 1 .O0 



APPENDIX 22: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of protein solubility of mixed 
pea protein-guar gum systems. (Note: Design ~xpert V5.31 only 
displays pmbability values of signifcanf factors (p < 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: protein sulubility 

Factor Name Units f Y P ~  -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc g/100 g Nurneric 10.00 20.00 
8 Prot/Poly g/100 g Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C Prot/Nacl g/lOO g Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH g/1 00 g Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 438.13 4 109.53 994.97 <0.0001 
Curvature 17.94 1 1 7.94 162-93 <0.0031 
Residual 1.54 14 0.1 1 

Lack of Fit 1.10 11 0.1 0 0.67 0.7289 
Pure Error 0.45 3 0.1 5 

Cor Total 457.61 19 

Root MSE 0.33 R-Squared 0.9965 
Dep Mean 10.68 Adj R-Squared 0.9955 
C.V. 3.1 1 Pred R-Squared 0.9932 
PRESS 3.1 1 Adeq Precision 85.002 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

- 

lntercept 10.21 1 0.083 
A-Prot Conc 2.85 1 0.083 34.40 <O.OOOl 1.00 
C-ProtINacl -0.75 1 0.083 -9.07 <0.0001 1.00 
D-pH 4.12 1 0.083 49.64 <0.0001 1 .O0 
Center Point 2.37 1 O. 1 90 12.76 <0.0001 1.00 



APPENDIX 23: Combined Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of protein 
solubility (g/i O0 g) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. 

Dependent Variable: protein solubility 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc g/lOO g Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B Prot/Poly g/100 g Numeric 1 5.00 75.00 
C PH 911 00 g Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (linear) 240.77 3 80.26 12.07 <0.0001 
Residual 239.42 36 6.65 

Lack of Fit 268.66 17 13.66 36.23 <0.0001 
Pure Error 7.16 19 O. 38 

Cor Total 480.20 39 

Root MSE 2.58 R-Squared 0.501 4 
Dep Mean 15.09 Adj R-Squared 0.4599 
C.V. 17.09 Pred R-Squared 0.3259 
PRESS 323.68 Adeq Precision 11.153 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 15.09 1 0.41 
A-Prot Conc 2.37 1 0.53 4.48 <0.0001 1.00 
B-ProtlPoly -0.043 1 0.53 -0.081 0.9362 1.00 
C-pH 2.13 1 0.53 4.02 0.0003 1-00 



Run Number 

Appendix 24: Outlier plot of loss modulus tan S values of mixed pea protein-guar 
gum systêms ("Run Number 31 conesponds to design sequence 8 
Iisted in Reliminary Optirnization Experiment, Appendix 1 O) 



APPENDIX 25. Storage modulus G' (Pa), loss modulus tan 6 ,  thermal denaturation temperature Td (OC), denaturation 
enthalpy AH (Jlg) and solubility (gll00g) responses for mixed pea protein-K-carrageenan systern~.~ 

lndependent Variables Dependent Variables 

Protein ProteinlPolysac. ProteinlNaCl pH G' Tan 6 AH Td Solubility 
Concentration Ratio Ratio (Pa) Jlg (Oc) glloog 

(%) (% Polysac.) (% NaCI) 

15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 2740 0.180 7.84 85.79 7.42 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 2460 0.175 7.61 85.62 7.21 
15 60 (0.25%) 20 (0.75%) 6.5 2590 0.176 7.56 85.47 7.93 

20 20 (1 .OO%) 10 (2.00%) 4.0 357 0.309 505 78,26 0.72 
10 1 O0 (O. 10%) 1 O (1 .OO%) 4.0 87.7 0.555 3.51 81.87 3.98 
20 100(0.20%) 10(2.00%) 4.0 184 0,215 4.85 81,67 2.69 
10 20 (0.50%) 30 (0.33%) 4.0 68.9 0,450 4.70 78.04 0.92 
20 20 (1 ,0056) 30 (0.67Yo) 4.0 319 0,314 4,92 77.39 1.15 
10 1 O0 (O. 10%) 30 (O. 33%) 4.0 56.2 0.589 6.03 81.02 2.99 

20 20 (1.00%) 1 O (2.00%) 9.0 4750 0.127 13.89 90.76 18,97 
10 100 (0.10%) I O  (1.00%) 9.0 1.164 0.733 14.61 88.24 9.85 
20 1 O0 (0.20%) 1 O (2.00%) 9.0 743 0.191 14.04 89.48 19.42 
10 20 (0.50%) 30 (0.33%) 9,O 225 0,185 13.46 85.00 8.50 
20 20 (1 .OO%) 30 (0.67%) 9.0 2590 0.132 10.92 89.93 18.21 
10 1 O0 (O. 1 0%) 30 (0.33%) 9.0 9.41 0.901 12.86 84,85 9.63 
20 1 O0 (0.20%) 30 (0.67%) 9.0 695 0.189 10.12 89.54 17,93 

a Phase zero - Screening Experiment 



APPENDIX 26: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of storage modulus G' of mixed 
pea protein-K-carrageenan. (Note: Design ~xpert  ~ 5 . 3 1  on~y displays 
probability values of significant factors (p < 0.05) ) 

De~endent Variable: G' 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +l level 
A Prot Conc Pa Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B ProUPol y Pa Numeric 20.00 1 00.00 
C ProUNacl Pa Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH Pa Numeric 4- O0 9-00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 1.533E+07 4 3.833€+06 6.46 0.0037 
Cuwature 1.082E+07 1 1.082E+07 18.23 0.0008 
Residual 8.308€+06 14 5.934E+05 

Lack of Fit 8.193E+06 11 7.448€+05 19.52 0.01 61 
Pure Error 1.145E+05 3 3.81 58.33 

Cor Total 3.445€+07 19 

Root MSE 770.32 R-Squared 0.6486 
Dep Mean 1046.77 Adj R-Squared 0.5481 
C.V. 73.59 Pred R-Squared 0.491 0 
PRESS 1.754E+07 Adeq Precision 7.0560 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 679.09 1 192.58 
A-Prot Conc 548.04 1 192.58 2.85 0.0130 1 .O0 
B-ProVPoly 434.65 1 1 92.58 -2.26 0.0405 1.00 
D-pH 505.86 1 192.58 2.63 0.0199 1 .O0 
AD 461 -51 1 192.58 2.40 0.031 1 1.06 
Center Point 1838.41 1 430.62 4.27 0.0008 1.00 



APPENDIX 27: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of storage modulus tan 6 of 
mixed pea protein-wcarrageenan systems. (Note: Design Expert 
V5.31 only displays probability values of significant factom (p < 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: tan 6 

Factor Narne Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B ProtIPol y Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C ProUNacI Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 337.13 5 67.43 70.81 <0.0001 
Curvature 8.78 1 8.78 9.22 0.0095 
Residual 12.38 13 0.95 

Lack of Fit 12.33 10 1.23 72.1 2 0.0024 
Pure Error 0.051 3 0.07 7 

Cor Total 358.29 19 

Root MSE O. 98 R-Squared O. 9646 
Dep Mean 84.30 Adj R-Squared 0.951 0 
C.V. 1 -16 PredR-Squared 0.9117 
PRESS 31 -65 Adeq Precision 21 -207 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 83.97 1 0.24 
A-Prot Conc 0.78 1 0.24 3.20 0.0070 1.00 
B-ProüPoly 0.73 1 0.24 3.01 0.0100 1 .O0 
D-pH 4.27 1 0.24 17.49 ~0.0001 1.00 
AB 0.91 1 0.24 3.73 0.0025 1.00 
BD -0.94 1 0.24 -3.87 0.0019 1-00 
Center Point -1 -66 1 0.55 3.04 0.0095 1.00 



APPENDIX 28. Storage modulus G' (Pa), loss modulus tan 6, thermal denaturation temperature Td (OC), denaturation 
enthalpy AH (Jlg) and solubility (gll00g) responses for mixed pea protein-ccarrageenan ~ystems.~ 

lndependent Variables Dependent Variables 

Protein ProteinlPol ysac. ' Tan 6 AH Td Solubility 
Concentration Ratio PH (Pa) Jlg ('CC) glloog 

(56) (% Polysac.) 

25.00 75.00 (0.33%) 8.00 2960 0.1 11 16.32 87.20 22.09 
a Phase one - Preliminary Optimization Experiment 



APPENDIX 29: Preliminary Optirnization Experirnent - ANOVA of storage 
modulus G' (Pa) of mixed pea protein-K-carrageenan systems. 

Dependent Variable: G' 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Levei +l ievel 
A Prot Conc Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B ProüPol y Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Mode1 (Iinear) 7.91 5E+07 3 2.638E+07 5.56 0.0083 
Residual 7.590E+07 16 4.743€+06 

Lack of Fit 7.589€+07 11 6,899€+06 8883.12 <0.0001 
Pure Error 3883.33 5 776.67 

Cor Total 1.550E+08 19 

Root MSE 21 77.95 R-Squared 0.5105 
Dep Mean 3273.65 Adj R-Squared 0.41 87 
C.V. 66.53 Pred R-Squared O. 1660 
PRESS 1.293E+08 Adeq Precision 7.6230 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > (tl VIF 

lntercept 3273.65 1 487.00 
A-Prot Conc 650.98 1 589-35 1.10 0.2857 1.00 
E-ProtIPoly -21 16.00 1 589.35 -3.59 0.0024 1 .O0 
C-pH 945.53 1 589.35 1.60 0.1282 1-00 



APPENDIX 30: Preliminary Optimization Expenment - ANOVA of loss modulus 
tan 6 of mixed pea protein-K-carrageenan systems. 

De~endent Variable: tan 6 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B ProüPoly Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (linear) 0.016 3 5.365E-03 8.31 0.001 5 
Residual 0.01 O 16 6.458E-04 

Lack of Fit 0.01 O 11 9.325E-04 62.31 0.0001 
Pure Error 7.483E-05 5 1.497E-05 

Cor Total 0.026 19 

Root MSE 0.025 R-Squared 0.6090 
Dep Mean 0.14 Adj R-Squared 0.5357 
C.V. 17.60 Pred R-Squared 0.3052 
PRESS 0.01 8 Adeq Precision 9.7480 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl V!F 

- - 

lntercept 0.14 1 5.682E-03 
A-Prot Conc -0.01 6 1 6.877E-03 -2.36 0.0311 1.00 
B-ProtlPoly 0.01 1 1 6.877E-03 1.59 0.1306 1.00 
C-pH -0.028 1 6.877E-03 4.10 0.0008 1-00 



APPENDIX 31. Storage modulus G' (Pa), loss modulus tan 6, thermal denaturation temperature Td (OC), denaturation 
enthalpy AH (Jlg) and solubility (gll00g) responses for mixed pea protein-K-carrageenan sy~tems.~ 

lndependent Variables Dependent Variables 

Protein ProteinlPolysac. G' Tan 6 AH Td Solubility 
Concentration Ratio PH (Pa) Jlg (OC) G110Og 

(%) (% Polysac.) 

20,OO 45.00 (0.44%) 7.00 1610 0.139 15.37 85.14 15.37 
15.00 45.00 (O. 33%) 7.00 1570 0.149 14.01 84.17 14.01 
25.00 45.00 (0.55%) 
20.00 15.00 (1.33%) 
20.00 75.00 (0.27%) 
20.00 45.00 (O. 44%) 
20.00 45.00 (0.44%) 

25.00 75.00 (O. 33%) 8.00 2870 0.111 15.48 87.59 15.48 
a Phase Iwo - Confirmational Optimization Experiment 



APPENDIX 32: Confimational Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of storage 
modulus G' (Pa) of mixed pea protein-pr car rage en an systems. 

Dependent Variable: G' 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +l ievel 
A Prot Conc Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B ProtIPoly Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Numeric 6-00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (quad.) 1.520E+08 9 1.689E+07 78.80 <0.0001 
Residual 2.144E+06 10 2.144E+05 

Lack of Fit 2.142E+06 5 4.283E+05 91 7.81 ~0.0001 
Pure Error 2333.33 5 466.67 

Cor Total 1.542E+08 19 

Root MSE 463.02 R-Squared 0.9861 
Dep Mean 3523.50 Adj R-Squared 0.9736 
C.V. 13.14 Pred R-Squared 0.8900 
PRESS 1.696E+O7 Adeq Precision 29.21 1 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 
A-Prot Conc 
B-ProtIPoly 
C-pH 

B~ 
c2 
AB 
AC 
BC 



APPENDIX 33: Confinational Optimization Experïrnent - ANOVA of loss 
modulus tan 6 of mixed pea protein-K-carrageenan systems. 

Dependent Variable: tan 6 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc Numeric 15.00 25.00 
8 Prot/Pol y Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Mode1 (quad.) 6.01 9E-03 9 6.688E-04 130.96 CO. 000 1 
Residual 5.107E-05 10 5.1 07E-06 

Lack of Fit 2.424E-05 5 4.847E-06 0.90 0.5431 
Pure Error 2.683E-05 5 5.367E-06 

Cor Total 6.071 E-03 19 

Root MSE 2.260E-03 R-Squared 0.9916 
Dep Mean 0.13 Adj R-Squared 0.9840 
C.V. 1.68 Pred R-Squared 0.9620 
PRESS 2.308E-04 Adeq Precision 40.927 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > It( VIF 

lntercept 0.14 
A-Prot Conc 4.01 6 
B-ProtIPoly 0.01 1 
C-pH 4.028 

2.273E-03 
t32 -6.227E-03 
c2 -0.012 
AB 2.875E-03 
AC -1.125E-03 
BC -2.625E-03 



APPENDIX 34: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of denaturation temperature Td 
(OC) of mixed pea protein-w-carrageenan systems. (Note: Desig, 

Expert 1/53 1 only displays probability values of signilcant factors (p < 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: Td 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level + l  level 
A Prot Conc OC Numeric 10.00 20.00 
B ProVPol y OC Numeric 20.00 A 00.00 
C Proü Nad OC Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH OC Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Surn of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 337.13 5 67.43 70.81 <0.0001 
Curvature 8.78 1 8.78 9.22 0.0095 
Residual 12.38 13 0.95 

Lack of Fit 12.33 10 1 -23 72.12 0.0024 
Pure Error O. O5 1 3 0.01 7 

Cor Total 358.29 19 

Root MSE O. 98 R-Squared O. 9646 
Dep Mean 84.30 Adj R-Squared 0.951 0 
C.V. 1.16 Pred R-Squared 0.91 1 7 
PRESS 31 -65 Adeq Precision 21.207 Desire > 4 

Coefficient 
Factor Estimate DF 

Standard 
Error 

t for Ho 
Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 83.97 1 
A-Protein Con. 0.78 1 
6-ProtlPoly 0.73 1 
D-pH 4.27 1 
AD 0.91 1 
BD -0.94 1 
Center Point 1 -66 1 



APPENDIX 35: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of enthalpy of denaturation AH 
(Jlg) ( O C )  of mixed pea protein-w-carrageenan systems. (Note: 
Design Expert V5.3 7 only displays pmbability values of significant factors 
(P < O- 05) 

Dependent Variable: AH 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +l level 
A Prot Conc Jg Nurneric 10.00 20.00 
B ProtJPol y J/S Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C Prot/Nacl J/s Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH JIs Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model 255.67 1 255.67 190.38 <O.OOOI 
Curvature 4.97 1 4.97 3.70 0.071 2 
Residual 22.83 17 1 -34 

Lack of Fit 22.78 14 1 -63 90.49 0.001 7 
Pure Error 0.054 3 0.018 

Cor Total 283.48 19 

Root MSE 1.16 R-Squared 0.91 80 
Dep Mean 8.70 Adj R-Squared 0.91 32 
C.V. 13.32 Pred R-Squared 0.8947 
PRESS 29.84 Adeq Precision 17.813 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob>Itl VIF 

- - - 

lntercept 8.95 1 0.29 
D-pH 4.00 1 0.29 13.80 <0.0001 1-00 
Center Point 1.66 1 0.65 -1.92 0.0712 1.00 



APPENDIX 36: Preliminary Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of thermal 
denaturation temperature Td (OC) of mixed pea protein- 
K-carrageenan systems. 

De~endent Variable: Td 

Factor Name U nits Type -1 Level + 1 Ievel 
A Prot Conc OC Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B Prot/Poly "C Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH OC Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (quad.) 45.31 9 5.03 63.91 <0.0001 
Residual 0.79 10 0.079 

Lack of Fit 0.75 5 0.15 21 .O4 0.0023 
Pure Error 0.036 5 7.150E-03 

Cor Total 46.10 19 

Root MSE 0.28 R-Squared 0.9829 
Dep Mean 85.25 Adj R-Squared 0.9675 
C.V. 0.33 Pred R-Squared 0.8749 
PRESS 5.77 Adeq Precision 33.01 2 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

l ntercept 85.04 1 0.1 1 
A-Prot Conc 0.089 1 0.076 1.17 0.2684 1.00 
B-Prot/Poly O. 55 1 0.076 7.19 <0.0001 1 .O0 
C-pH 1.53 1 0.076 20.08 <0.0001 1 .O0 
A* 4.36 1 O. 074 -4.86 0.0007 1.02 
B* 0.074 1 0.074 1 .O0 0.3398 1 .O2 
c2 0.59 1 0.074 7.94 <0.0001 1 .O2 
AB -6.250E-03 1 O. 099 -0.063 0.9510 1.00 
AC 0.24 1 0.099 2.43 0.0354 1.00 
BC -0.41 1 0.099 4.14 0.0020 1.00 



APPENDIX 37: Preliminary Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of enthalpy of 
denaturation AH (Jlg)  of mixed pea protein-guar gum systerns. 

Dependent Variable: AH 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc J/g Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B ProtIPol y 519 Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH 519 Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (quad.) 192.32 9 21.37 15-63 <0.0001 
Residual 13.67 10 1.37 

tack of Fit 11 -99 5 2.40 7.12 0.0252 
Pure Error 1 -68 5 O. 34 

Cor Total 205.99 19 

Root MSE 1.17 R-Squared 0.9336 
Dep Mean 13.26. Adj R-Squared 0.8739 
C.V. 8.82 Pred R-Squared 0.5460 
PRESS 93.51 Adeq Precision 12.460 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > Itl VIF 

lntercept 
A-Prot Conc 
B-Prot/PoIy 



APPENDIX 38: Screening Experiment - ANOVA of protein solubility of mixed pea 
proteincarrageenan systems. (Note: Design V5.31 oniy dispays 
probability values of signiticant factors (p < 0.05) ) 

Dependent Variable: protein solubility 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level + l  level 
A Prot Conc 911 00 g Numeric 10.00 20.00 
8 ProtIPoly g/1 O0 g Numeric 20.00 100.00 
C ProVNacl g/100 g Numeric 10.00 30.00 
D PH 911 O0 g Numeric 4.00 9.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Sauare F Value Prob > F 

Model 748 .O4 5 1 49.6 1 302.57 <0.0001 
Curvature 1.29 1 1.29 2.60 0.1 309 
Residual 6.43 13 0.49 

Lack of Fit 6.14 10 0.61 6.42 O. 0764 
Pure Error 0.29 3 0.096 

Cor Total 755.75 19 

Root MSE 0.70 R-Squared 0.991 5 
Dep Mean 8.06 Adj R-Squared 0.9882 
C.V. 8.72 Pred R-Squared 0.9785 
PRESS 16.23 Adeq Precision 42.650 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > It[ VIF 

lntercept 8-19 1 0.18 
A-Prot Conc 2.18 1 0.18 12.39 <0.0001 1-00 
B-Prot/Pofy 0.60 1 0.18 3.43 0.0045 1 .O0 
D-pH 6.02 1 0.18 34.24 <0.0001 1-00 
AD 2.25 1 0.18 12-80 <0.0001 1.00 
BD -0.60 1 0.18 -3.41 0.0046 1.00 
Center Point -0.63 1 O. 39 -1 -61 0.1309 1 .O0 



APPENDIX 39: Preliminary Optimization Experiment - ANOVA of protein 
solubility (g/100 g) of mixed pea protein-guar gum systems. 

Dependent Variable: protein solubilitv 

Factor Name Units Type -1 Level +1 level 
A Prot Conc gA00 g Numeric 15.00 25.00 
B Prot/Pol y 911 O0 g Numeric 15.00 75.00 
C PH g11 O 0  g Numeric 6.00 8.00 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares DF Square F Value Prob > F 

Model (linear) 306.56 3 102-19 14.73 <0.0001 
Residual 111.02 16 6.94 

Lack of Fit 1 10.62 11 10.06 125.91 <0.0001 
Pure Error 0.40 5 0.080 

Cor Total 41 7.58 19 

Root MSE 2.63 
Dep Mean 14.90 
C.V. 17.68 
PRESS 203.03 

R-Squared 0.7341 
Adj R-Squared 0.6843 
PredR-Squared 0.5138 
Adeq Precision 12.528 Desire > 4 

Coefficient Standard t for Ho 
Factor Estimate DF Error Coeff=O Prob > ItJ VIF 

lntercept 14.90 1 O. 59 
A-Prot Conc 3.64 1 0.7 1 5.10 0.0001 1-00 
B-ProüPoly 0.82 1 0.71 1.15 0.2684 1 .O0 
C-pH 2.93 1 O. 7 1 4.1 1 0.0008 1 .O0 




